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AMlnel
This thesis describe's synthesis. stnlctural and magrJClic prop.:ni<:s of high
nuclearily cluslt't complexes self assembled from polydt'nt3lt' 3.lkoxo-diazine ligands. In
Chaplt'f 1_ duslm and sdf-asst'mbly ha\'t' been brit'fly re\'it'wed. In Chapler:.
synthesis. charactt'riz'l.Iion. X-ray Structurt'S and mt' magnc:lic properties of three
lrinuclear copperflll complexes arc described. Tht'st' compounds exhibit mockr:lte to
strong anliferromagnetic coupling as a result ofsuperexchangt' via the !\.:'\ linkages. The
magnetic properties arc explained on Ihe basis oflarge rotational angles of the copper
magnetic planes about the di:L2ine bridges. in Chapter 3. four predominantly square grid
M~O.l-OI~ (M ., CuW). Ni{lll and Co{lll) complexes and a rectangular \In.l:'\·:\):O: grid
complex are synthesized and slTUcturally characlerized by X·ray techniques. The square
(.:! '~J copper(1I1 clusler exhibits inuamolecular ferromagnetic spin exchange. associated
\\ith the orthogonal alkoxide bridging arrangement and me close proximity oi the copper
centers. Bam the r-.:~(~.()~ and CO~l~.()~ clusters are antifrnomagnetically coupled
dut' 10 lhe large M-Q..M angles and for the fC<:tl1l1gular ~In.. complex Ihe exchange is
dominated by amiferromagnetic coupling \;a the K-N bridge. Chaplt'r -l describes the
ligand paoh. which has two \\idt'ly sepanl.led tridentale 0"20, terminal coordination
pockels. and uncoupled square p,,:!] Ft'III)~ grid complex. Replacement of the :\'H:
groups \\;th 2-pyridyl residues gives Ihe ligand dpkoh ....;th the additional coordination
capacity ofan exo·N~ coordination pocket. leading to an aclanuclear metallacyclic cluster
complex [Nil(dpkoh-2HMH~0)IJ(CIOdl·4H10. in which eight nickel(lI) centm are
bridged-just by the di:lZine S-1'\ single bond. Subsunli:ll antiferrom3gnetic coupling
existS betw~n the nickeltlll ions throughout the metall3Cycle. In Ch3pter 5. the
synthesis. StruClur.l;! characlerizalion and magMtism studies of p~ j I \-lnllll and (ullli
rumonucle.ar square grid complexes Me described. The \lntIh. systems exhibll intr3-
molecular antiferrom3gnetic coupling. while for the Cu(lI)q complexes fermmagnclic
exchange is observed "ith an 5 • 7.'2 ground stale. The aggregation of nine oclahedl.ll
~Inll!) 3nd CUi III centers lfifty four coordin3tion positions) into an alkox()-bridged.
poncullis-like 13~31 grid by six heptadent3le 2poap ligands (fifty four donor positionsl is
a unique example ofa self assembly process.
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Chapter I. Genu"allnlroduction
L I C1u.!iten in Prnlein.!i
It is well kno .....n tnat nature can use metal ions to perfonn a wide \-ariet~ ot
specific functions associated \\ith life processes. e.g. dioxygen tr:1nsport. dttlron
transfer. or structural roles. etc. til ~1any mela1 ions form mononuclear complexes when
they coordinate to the binding sites in proteins. e.g. Fe(lI) in hemoglobin. but Sl>mctim..-s.
more complicated metal-<:onlaining units. inorganic meul clusters. are required to
achie\'c cenain specific functions in metalloproteins. A few examples ha\'e been found in
proteins. Iron-sulfur clusters le.g. Fe~S~ cluster. Figure I-I). in which iron ions are
bridged by simple sulfur atoms or sulfur from the side-<:hain thiolate of cysteine. are
typical examples. [ron-sulfur cluster proteins have been found to facilitate eltttron
transfer as well as dinitrogen reduction. Slructural studies of the nitrogenase proteins
havc re\"caIed that nitrogenase consists oflwo component proteins. the MoFe-protein and
Fe-protein that together contain three distinct types of rt'OOx centcrs: two unusual Fc-S
clus'ers. the Fel\'1o-<:ofactor (Figure I-~I and P-<:Iuster yair. loc:lIed within the MoFc:-
prolein. MId a single F~S~ duster bound to the Fe_prQ(ein.l~r Nature has designed 3.
cavity in the interior of the FeMo-<:ofactor th3.t could be: used 10 accommodate only 1'01:.
which is potemially small enough to fit in the c:a\'ity unlike other substrates_ and then is
reduced to ammonia or other intennediates.
A more dramatic: example of the occurrence of polynuclear clusters in biology is
the iron-slomge prolein ferritinPI Ferritin is a protein that stores iron and releases it in a
controlled fashion. Ferritin has the shape ofa hollow sphere. Iron is stored in the FeWI)
Ficure I-I. Schanatic represent.uion ofFe~S~ cluster.
Figure 1-2. Schemalic repre~n!ation ofFeMo-cofactor.
wall of the sphere. To release iron when !he body needs it. the iron must Ix changed
from the Fe(1Il1 to the FeW) oxidation stilte. The iron then leaves throu!;h ch:mnds in
the sph~rical structure. Thus, the StruclUre of ferritin is e:-:tremdy important fllr the
protein's ability 10 store and rele3Se iron in a controlled fashion. Structural studies on the
ferritin core by a ,·a.nety of spectroscopic techniques show du: octahc:dr3l1y coordinat<..'d
iron(IIIJ ions are bridSed by oxide and lor hydroxide. The mechanism of the ferritin core
assembl~ has been Studied by examination of its model complexes. A series of high-
nuclearity iron oxo cluster complexes, e.g.. hexanuclear 1~1, octanuclear I~I. det:anuc1ear
lbl. w'ldecanuclear PI, dodo:canuclear Ill. heptadecanuclear I'll. 3l\d octadecanuclear !lUllI
Fe(llI) cluster complexes have been reponed as ferritin models. The highly symmetrical
Fe(1I1)1I ring cluster (Figure 1-3a) is the largest cyclic ferric cluster reponed so far. in
which iron(1II1 ions are bridged by the a1koxide (from both the primal)' ligand XDK
l""here XDK is the dianion ofm-xylylenediamine bis(l\.emp·s triacid imide) [1''''1 (Figure
1-3b) and acetate) and hydroxide.
b.
Figure 1-3. Structural representation ofa Fell wheel cluster core (a) and its primary
ligand XDK (b). (phenyl groups are omitted for clarity.)
1.2 Clu51ers and SingJe-l\lolecular l\lagncu
The magnetic properties of large polynuclear complexes (clusters) have attracted
much attention in the last decade after the discovery of the new magnetic phenomenon of
"single-molecule magnetism", Single molecular magnets (SMM) are molecules that can
act as small magnets themselves and have the properties of bulk magnets. The first
decade ago.IlI.I~1 Mnl~Ac h:t5 b«n observed with an S: 10 ground·state split b~ zero-
field splitling and slo\\ relaxation of the magnetization. the so.called hysleresis effecl.
whIch is well·kno....Tl in bulk magnets, but first found of molecular origin. lIlal Such
molecule·based magnets do not have real applications at the prescnt time. since vcry fe\\
of the known molecule·based systems possess the key characteristic: relaining their
magnetism \\ell abO\ e room lemperalure. However. a fe..... recent reports of molecule·
based magnets with magnetic ordering temperalure (i.e. Curie lemperalUre. T,) abo\"C'
room lemperalure. even abo\c IOOOC. IIlItI may make feasible the construction of the
ultimale high-density infonnation storage devices in the IT industl)'.
Figure )....t Structural representation of the core (MnI2Ac) cluster.
There are 1\1,0 basic reqUirements in order for a molecule 10 funclion as a S~l\l
First. the ground stale oflhe molecule should have a large spin S: and second. lhere needs
10 be considerable negali\e magnelic anisotropy pre5em. which is derived from zero-field
sphtting in lhe ground stale ofa S~IM. [1~1 In addition 10 MnllAc. a number oj
structurally relaled dodecanuclear manganese c1usler complexes showing Stl.ltl.l
propenies have been characterized with lhe composition [MnI20Jz(OlCR)16(H~O)~1(R =
·Et.[I~1 ~H5. [l5J _C~H<_2_Cl.1I6J _C6H~_2_Br.lJ6J etc. [Mn7(OHhCI)(hmp).jf
(Hhmp=2-hydroxymethylpyridine; S~10) [17J and [Ml1.l(02CMeh(Hpdm)6J[CIO~h
(H2pdm=pyridine·2.6·dimethanoL S=8) [181 etc. have also been found to behave as single
molecular magnets. Recently. a few vanadium ]l9J, chromium 1:KI-211 (Crn c1uster!22J.
Figure 1-5) and iron 13.23-25 Jc1uslers have also been found 10 exhibil similar propenies.
with one iron(lII) cluster having 33 unpaired electrons. [ll[
tsually thc: yidd of such cluster syntheses is low. and it is dilTlcult to prc:dict in
advance the clusters' topologies and structures. and even more difficult to thcn achiew a
deliberate synthesis of high-spin ground state clusters. II'! Can we predict thc topologies
and s!rtlcturcs of clusters and synthesize them in high yield'.' Fortunatdy we can do it r.~
self-assembly.
1.3 Self.AJiStmbly· and Clusttrs
Self-assembly and self.organization are well·knO\\Tl terms and have mainl~ been
studied in physics and in biology. 1"6:-1 Non-conlent interactions (hydrogen bonding
and other weak reversible interactions with bond energies ca. 0.6 - 7 Kcal mOr l ) playa
k'ading role in controlling the secondary and tertiary structures of natural
macromolecules.
Lehn defined self-assembly in chemistry as: 'Supramolecular self-assembly concerns
tht: spontaneous association of either a few or many components resulting in the
generation ofeitht:r discrete oligomolecular supramolecuJes or of extendcd ?oly-
molecular assemblies such as molecular layers. films. membrnnt:s. etc. Tht: fonnation of
supramolecules resullS from the recognition-diretted spontaneous association ofa well-
defined and limited number of molecular componentS under the imennolecular control of
the non-covalent interations that hold them together:' ["'I These non-covalent
interactions. such as hydrogen bonds. aromatiC-Slacking. and polar and van der Waal's
interactions. are the ones !hat bring molecules together into complex compounds. While
coordinate bonds can be considered to have intermediate properties when compared to
co\'alent bonds (strong lind kinetically inen) and the interactions of biology (weak and
kinetically labile). Therefore. they offer unique opponunities to generate securel~
fastened compounds ha\'ing distinctive and elaborate architectures using a sdf·assembly
process. Indeed. many fascinating architectures. for example. helicales. grids. racks.
ladders. triangles. squares. hexagons and other polygons. various polyhedraJboxes.
cylinders. rods. metallo-dendrimers. rotaxancs. catenanes. knots. etc. ha\'e been
documented in the pasl decadep'j Among these different types of superstructures.
entities in which metal ions are arranged in a grid-type fashion are of special interest. in
panicular in view of their possible incorporation into information storage devices.PO)
Self-assembly pro\'ides a new methodology for synthesizing predetermined
topologies and cluster structures. lehn et a1. have reported a few (nxn] n= grid clusters
self-assembled from rigid. linear pol~10pic ligands in very high yield. which include a
[~x~1 Cullll~ square grid PlllFigure 1-6) and a [3x31 [Ag(l)QloIQ- grid (Figure 1_7).13:1
IA Open--c:hain I"·N Dililine Ligands and Selr·a.ssembled Clusten
The diazine (N-N) moiety in heterocyclic ring systems is rigidly fixed [HI. while the
N-N linkage in open-chain systems containing the N-N single bond is much more
flexible. Ligands containing such groups have been found to form mononuclear. [J.I-;71
dinuclear. 13I-.u1 trinuclear. HSI and tetranuclear 1~61 copper(lI) complexes. Recent studies
on spiral dinuclear copper(I1) complexes (e.g. Figure 1-8a) ofa series of novel open-
chain diazine ligands (e.g. pahap. Figure 1-8a) have found a linear relationship between
the TOtational angle of the metal magnetic planes about the N·N bond and the exchange
figun' 1--6. Struclural representation ofa (2)(2J Cu. grid (b) and its ligand (a).
b.
figure 1-7. X-my StruclUfeS of (3)(3) [Ag94J9'- grid (a) and its ligand (b).
integral. ....ith a change from ferromagnetic coupling at angles < 80" to antiferromagnetic
coupling >80".1~'-91
When one NHl group in the ligand pahap is substituted by an OH group. the
resulting novel ligand poap (Figure 1-9a) can self-assemble four copper{lI) centers into a
[2x2J letranuclear grid cluster [Cllt(POAP-HMH 20h)(NOlk4H10 (Figure l_9b).ISOJ In
order to produce a [2x2) grid cluster with a predetennined structure. the aH.:.oxide group
in the ligand poap plays a key role. and acts as a bridge between metal centers.
co
b.
figure: 1-8. Structure oflhe ligand pahap (a) and its ICul{pahap)CI~1'H20 (b).
Recently_ a new class of polynuclear clusters, metallacrowns. self assembled by
reactions of salicylhydroxamic acid (Hlshi) and similar ligands ",ith transition metal salts
have been reported. ISII These metallacrowns, which may have potential applications as
nano-scale magnetic materials. are analogous to crown ethers in both structure and
functions. A few examples of this new kind ofcluster are well documented, e.g..
trinuc1ear [9]melallacrowns-3. [51.H] tetranuc1ear [12]metallacrowns-4. [H, ~-5'1 and
pentanuc1ear 11S]metallacrowns-S. [59J which have a [M-N-O)n repeating unit that
produce a macrocyc1ic structure. Lah reported a hexanuclear [18]metallacTO\\Tl-6
[Mn1ll6WMeOHl6)] with a [M-N-N]n repeating unit self-assembled \\rith a simple l\'-l\'
open-chain ligand N-formylsalicyl-hydrazide (H3fshz).I60J More recently. Liu found a
[30]metallacrown-IO compound [Mnlll(bzshz}-(CH)OH)]IO [61] (Figure 1-10) which is the
second metallacro\\Tl \\;th a [M-N-N]ll ~aling unit. This new type of metallacTO\\Tl has
a vacant cavity in the center of the ring cluster structure. which may have interesting
host-guest recognition propenies.
/\_./1-1
'---N~N-lIl>-O
I~""
PO'P
Figure 1-9. Structure representation ofligand poap (a) and
10
b.
Figure 1·10. Structu~ ofH)bzshz(a) and [Mnll1(bzshzXCH)OH)],o(b).
1.5 Signific8nce of the Stud)'
II is ....~II known that molecule-based magnetic materials have potential
applications in nano-technology. and may fonn the next generation of molecular
infonnalion storage devices for lhe IT industry. It has been demonstrated in the last fev.
years that infonnation slOred in molecular components can be read out by non-covalent
interactions, e.g. hydrogen bonding, or metal-ligand interactions. and used to assemble
the final well-ordered architectures. Recent studies by Lehn, elc. show that the excellent
stability and reproducibility ofcontrolled arrangements ofmetallo-supramolecular grids
on surfaces makes it possible 10 provide practical infonnation devices by spontaneous
11
self_assembly.lt:l Kanometric sized magnelic malerials ha\"e more adVaJ'llages than
tt3dilional magnetic malenals. For example_ they can be formed by spontaneous
assembly from solulion chemistry. instead of microfabrication. The design oflheso: high
nuclearily clusters with no\el magnetic propenies is a major goal of current research in
the area of nanoscale materials and supramolecular chemisu:·. In general. the size and
geometry of large metal c1ustrn are difficult to control. and these syslems are in\'3riabl~
obtained serendipilously through self.assembly. Although self-assembly strategies ha\'O:
succeeded in a few cases for the formation ofrclative1y low nueleanly molecular clusters
«~I~1. high nucleanty predetermined grids and c1usten are still r3Te (only one
nonma!,Uletic (jxjJ Ag{l)o and one [.b~J Pb<l1lrt (nO X-ray slIUcture) were reponed so
farl. Recently our group reponed px2] Cu{II~. Ni(II).;. Mn(lI), and Co<IIJ, teu-anuclear
complexes self-assembled from simple teuadentate ligands. and in the case of the Cuf Il h
systems ferromagnetic coupling prevails./.!'Ot In order 10 extend these inleresting systems_
lI'e have designed a series of more complicated pol~,opic ligands 3nd succeeded in the
preparation ora series ofpredetennined [jxj] Cu(II)q and Mn(II"}Q magnetic clusten.
The generation of these predetennined_ large grid and c1usler an:hilectures by
self-assembly processes. using preprogrammed ligands. pro\ides a unique opportunity to
produce complex nanostnlCtU16 "ith the potential for information storage. Using the
same methodology. a simple extension of this lYpe of ligand may produce (4x4J3nd
[SOlS] grids. and even higher homologues.
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1.6. SpHlntKopic and Ph~'5ic:a1Mnsurltlllents
Mdting poinlS were measured on a Fisher-Johns mching point ap~tus.
Electronic speCIta were recorded as Sujol mulls and in solution using a Cary 5E
sp.."C:tNm~(cr. Infrar~d spectra were r«orded as Nujol mulls using a ~Ianson Polaris
FTIR instrument. Mass spectra were obtained using a VG micromass 7070HS
spectrometer. C. H. N analyses on vacuum dried samples (2~ hr) were ~rformed by the
Canadian \licroanaJ~1ica[ Service. Delta. B.C.. Canada. IH NMR spectra \\er~ record~d
on a GE 3()()'~B sp«trometer. and chemical shifts arc ghen in ppm relative to
tetranlethylsilane as an internal reference. Variable temperature magnetic d.:lIa were
obt41inc:d \\ith a Quantum Design ~'IPMS5S Squid magnelometer operating al 0.1-5,0 T
{~·300K). Calibrations were carried Out uith a palladium standard c~·linder. and
temperature errors were detennined \\ilh (H=TMENJ(CuCI~J (H=TME~" (CHJ)=K·
CH~CH=NH!CH;)= !-I.lbl l
1.1 Safe~'l'"ole
Perchlorale compounds are potentially explosi\'e and should be trealed with care and
u~ only in small quantities,
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Chapler 2. Trinudear Compleu5·
2.1 Introduclion
In order for bioinorganic chemists to explain the relationship ~tWttn functions
and SINCIUTeS of the \Olf'\OUS copper prOieins. a large number of mononuclear and
dinuclear coppen II) complexes have been investigaled as structural models in the: last
two d«ades.I6-l-dJ MagnelQ-slruclural cOlTC:[alion's in many dinudear coppen III
complexes have also been studi~. 111'1_ -;i In comparison. there is link work on magnetic
propenies of trinuclear coppel1l1l complexes.[a -101 Trinuclear copper(1I) clusters may
also be of imponance as models for a number of multicoppcr oxidases. for example.
ascorb'lIe oxidase.lll Recently. a linear lrinuclear coppcr(1Il complex [Cu:;Udmsol<
·tH:OIJ(CIO~)~·H:O l~L: ~.6-biS(salicylidene-hydrazinocarbonyl)pyridine. dmso =
dimethyl sulfoxide) has ~n reponed. in which single N-N bonds bridge adjacent
copper(II) cenlers and moderate antiferromagnetic spin exchange: among adjacent
copper(1I1 ions was found I~~J
ligands combining the flexible :-:-~ diazine fragmenL and potentially bridging
aU.:oxide groups (e.g. poap. Scheme 2-1) can bridge metal ions into a self-assembled
square grid clusters (M "'Cu(HI. CO(lI). ~illl). ~ln{ll)) by lh~ laner. oraltemalely imo
rtttangle grids (M = Mn(lI).I~.lrJ by both (see also Chapler 3) When extending poap to
2po.p. nonanuclear M9 square grids CM= Mn. Cu) lC.lll (see also Chapter 5) have tftn
observed when 2poap reacted \\i!h Cu(NOlh. Mn(CIO~h and Mn(NOlb In allihese
cases inlramol«ular spin coupling is observed. \\ith e.'<amples of ferromagnetic (Cu(ll~J
• ZMo. L_ Thompson. L.K.• XII. z.. Miller. 0.0_ Stirling. O.R.. J. (Mm. Soc. Dalton Trans.. :!OOI. 1706.
"
and anliferromagnelic ~havior (Mn(II)o». But. if potential co-ligands are prnent. for
example. acetate or DMF.trinuclear copper(lI) complexes are formed from these tritopic
ligands. When the ligand po2p. which has one more pyridyl group than poap. reacts with
copper(II) perchlorate. a ~nt trinuclear copper(lI) complex is fonned.
PO"
Scheme 2·1. Coordination modes of ligands for trinuclear complexes.
2.2 E:lperimental
2.2.1 Material!;
Commercially available solvents and reagent chemicals were used withoUi further
purification.
2.2.2 Synthesis of Ligands
2poap: The methyl ester ofiminopicolinic acid "''as pTq)<lTed in situ by reaction
of2-cyanopyridine (5.l g. 50 nuno!) with sodium methoxide solution, produced by
IS
dissolving sodiwn metal (0.050 g.. ~.1 mmol) in dry methaool150 mll. 1.6-p~Tidine
dicarboxylic acid dihydrntide [~'l (j.9 g. 20 mmol) was 3dded 10 the abo\'c solUlion and
the mixture was retluxcd for 2~ h. Yellow powder was obtained. which was fih~rro ofT.
washed wilh w:lIer. melhanol. l1l1d then dieth~'1 ether and dried under vacuum. Yidd:
6.84g. 85 %. M.P. >260'C (Oec.). Found: C. 56.23: H. 4.10: N. 30.99. Caled. for
CI~HI~1\~O:: C. 56.57; H. 4.25: S. 31.35%.IR (cm· I,: 3475. 3328\u NH:,H:O); 1687.
1654. 1606tuCO'C~).. 1H'N~fRtppm. ~·DMSOI: 11.09(s. 2H. OHI. 8 6~ td. ~H. r~ I-
8.:!3 (m. 5H. py). 7.% 1m. 2H. py). 75~ lm. 2H. p~'). 7.07 (s.~H. NH=). ~IS: 403 l~,rl.
386. 367IM':!H=Ot 338. 310. 161.223. I~. 169.107.78.
Po2p: ::.picolinic hydrttide (1.37 g. 0.010 mol) was dissolved in ethanol HO
mL1and a solution of dipyridyl kelone (1.84 g. 0.010 moll in ethanol (10 ml) was added.
The resulting clear solution was refluxed for 10 hr. and concenlraled to a \'olume of20
mL. A .....hile crystalline produci fonned (Yield 2.5 g. 83 %l. M.P. 16::·63"C (Found: C.
67.38: H. 4.34: f'Ii. 23.19. C 17Hu l\!O requires C. 67.32: H. 4.32:~. 23.09%1: \....... cm"
O-;ujo1l3368 (u 1-oiH!). 1687. 1583.1564 (ll C-o. C-N} and 993 (py); m'z 304 (~I·I).
197.169.168.141. 115.78.
2.2.3 S~'nlhuis or Complesu
2poap (0.20 g. 0.50 mmol) was added with stirring 10 a warm solution of
[Cu(OAC)~H!O)h(0.40 g. 2.0 mmol) dissolved in 20 ml deionized waleI'. The clear
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green 5l>lution was fillered and allowed to stand at room temperature (or a (cw days.
Dark yellow-green c0'stals suitable (or structural analysis formed. which wc:rc fillcred
ofT. washcd \\;th ice watcr and dried in air (Yield: 0.10g. -l6 ~·.IIFound: C. 36 '::': H.
3.;1::'\. 1·I.~L [CU,ICI~HI.:'\~O=)(CH,COOI41·3H~O:requires C. 36.76: H. 3. i :': \.
1':.19 0/0). )...,..,: nm (Nujol) 1.:.: \'m..,icmol : 3500 (H=O). 3310(NH~). 1661. 16.: 1 rC"'~).
1015 (py).
IC.i2poap.2H)(H~O)(O~lrbl(8f414 el)
2poap(OAOg. 1.0 mmol was added to a solution o(CU(BF.;:. 6H=O in ;"leOH
'O~IF;md thc mixture stirred at room temperature to gh'e a greenish yellow solUlion.
Green C0'Stals suitabk for structure detcnninalion were obtained by ether dilTusion inlO
the solution, Howevcr. the crystals were found to be unstable outside the mother liquor.
Consequenllya sample was stored under mOlher liquor prior to the struclural
detennin:uion. Yicld: 0.48£:. .:~~o. Found: C. 19.08: H. ~.87: N. l':.n.
(CuJIC,~HI~!"oO:)'(O;"·IFhhBF.I. rcquiresC. 19.01: H. 3.13:~. 1':.51 0.1. ;.......:nm
CNujo1l813: v....../cm· 1(crystalline sample. Nujo1l351': (H~O,. 3~0 (~·leOH). 1691
IDMFl. 1658. 16.:5 IC=1'1). Ion cBF.land 1027 tpy).
po1p (0.15 g. 0.50 mmo!) was added with stirring at room temperature loa
solution ofCu(CIO.h·6H~O (0,74g. 2.0 mmol) in water (10 mL) to givc a greenish
yello ..... solution. Dark green. almost black C0'srals were obtained on standing at room
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tem~ralUte (Yield: OJ Ig."9 ~,.IIFound:C. 31.0~: H.1.60: ;-;. I LOL
(Cu::tCl-Hd":!O):IH:Ol=1lCIO~k1H:Orequires C. 32.29: H. 2.55::\.11.07°11.
i""" om l.'\ujolJ 768: \·""".cm· 1 3600. 3"50 IH:OI. 1628. 1603. 1591. 1576. 15631(1t~1
and 1096. I051IClO~1.
2.2_4 C~·SI.l,lior:nph~·
The diffraction intensities ora dark green. irregular c~'sl31 of I were coll«tl:'d
with graphite-monochromatized Cu-Ka X~radiation using a Rigaku AFC6S
diffractometer at ~99111 K and the w-29 scan technique. The data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization effects. The structure was soh'ed by direct methods.I~.I!1 All
atoms except hydrogens were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were placN in
calculated positions. ~euuaJ atom scanering factors [lei and anomalous.<fispersion terms
11"."1 were taken from the usual sources. All calculations were IXrfonnerl with the teXsan
(1°1 crystallographic software package using a PC computer. Cr~"sl3l data collection and
structure refinement for 3 were carried out in a similar manner using \Io-Ka radiation.
Abbre\'iated crystal data for I. J are given in Table 2-1.
Diffraction data for single crystals on were collected using a BTUker S~-l;\RT
CCD diffractometer. equipped \\ith an Oxford Cryos~am 1'\: cooling de\'ice fOOl. \\;th
gmphite monochtomated Mo-Ka radiation. Cell parameters were determined and refined
using the SMART softv..are.19111 raw frame data were integrated using the SAINT
program.191~1 and the: structure was solved using direct methods and relined by full-matrix
least squares on F~ using SHELXLT. [921 Disorder problems associated u;th the BF~'
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anions ha\'c 50 filI pr.:vrntcd a satisfactory rdin.:mrnl of Ihis struClurC. Therefore" only a
preliminar~; account ohhe structure of the molc:culilI calion. which is c1eatl~ defined. is
presented al this time. Cell c!,}nstants for 2: Space group monoclinic C: m. (/ '"
2.3 Rnulls and disussion
2.3.1 X·ra~· Structurn
C~'S1al stru(IUre of [CuJ(2poap-2H){CHJCOOhl'3H!O (I)
The X.ray (':'stal structure of I is illuSlrated in Figure ::- I. and selcm:d bond
distances and ang.les \\lth their eSlimatcd stand3.rd dC"ialions Me I!slcd in Tabk ~-~. The
uinuclear unit consistS of a single nona-dentale ligand 2poap bound 10 thrtt copper
centers in an approximately linear arT3Y. \\ith all ligand donor sitcs in\"olvcd in
coordination \\ith the exception ofthe' NH: groups. The large torsion angles CUi~I·S(~).
NI31-Cu( I) 168.4°. Cu(21-?'..:(618PI-Cu(3) 160.? show that three copJXrs centers ar.:
bridged by 1\\0 almost truns diazine IX·~) single bonds. Wilhin Ihe trinuck3r complex
the copper<opper distances exceed ~.8 A (CuO ).Cu(2) ~.892(j I A. CU(~rCul:i1
~.962(3)A).
The cemral cop~r(Cu(2)) adopts an approximately square pyramidal
coordination environment. and coordinates 10 three nilrogen atoms from pyridine (N5)
and two ~-N diazine (N4. N6) and 1\\"0 oxygens from acetate t05. 07). The Cum·N(51
bond distance is quite shon (1.933(5) A). but the Cu(2}-N(~) and Cu(2)-N(61 distances
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are much longer (.:'..080151 A and .:!.1~1(5) A rcspccth·c1y). The basal plane of the sqwr.:-
pyramid is defined by N(~l. N(S). N(6) and 0(5). y,ith!.he long 3..'l:ial bond to mono·
dentate acetate osygen 0(1). The tenninal cop~rs are also sqwre planar. coordinaled b~
thc lenninal :'\:0 pod,;:t ofth.: ligand and a tenninal acetate. Howe"er long contacts
from Cue I\ and CuOI to acetate oxygen alOms on neighboring uinuclear subunitS ICul I~
0(9) .:!AS394) A. Cu(3)-0f3l.:!.335(~) Al actually link the complex into a linear chain
t Figure ~·~l. which leads to ashen inter·uinuclcar mcul·meta! separation tCUlI"CUl;1
;.371(2) AI. Howe,"crdcspite the shondistance. the connection betw~n CuI I J and
Cu(3). which is bridged by osygen ofacetate. is strictly oMogonal (Figure 2-2). leading
to the ab!>Cnce ofany anti ferromagnetic interaction between them.
The ligand 2poap in complex I fonnally has two negative charges. which means
that it loses IWO protons when il reacts "ith COppe:rf1l1 ions. However. it is 110( c:-asy to
define the siles of deprolOnation bJ.scd on the bond diSla1lce assessment. Compared [0 C·
:'\ 11 ..29~ - 1.3~1 Aland N-N [N(3H';(~) 1.388 Aand !\(6)-!\'(7) IA09 Aldistances.lhe
shon dislancesofC-O bonds (C(7J'O( 111.28~(7} A. CeI3)·OC!) 1..2810) Al imply that
(·0 bonds ha,"e significant double bond chancIer. while (-N" and ~·N bonds have single
bond chancter. AllUtis suggestS Uta.t nitrogens NO1and N(7) are the most likely siles of
deprolonation. considering Utat the deprotonation sites should occur within the O·C.1\-:'\
fragments. The relati\"ely shon bonding distances ofCu(3}-N(7) (1.921(S) A) and Cu{i).
N(3) (1.920(3) A) suppon this inference. though some charge delocalizalion over the
whole framework may occur at the same lime.
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Figure 2-1. Structural representation of the lrinuclear fragment in I
(50% probability thermal ellipsoids).
'~
Figun' 2·2. Structural representation ofa chain fragment in I showing
the orthogonal connection at ell( I} and Cu(3) (40% probabilily thermal ellipsoids).
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The preliminary structural representation ofme trinuclear copper(lJ) cation in 2 is
shown in Figure 2·3. Like the structure of compound 1. all three copper(lI) centers are
square pyramidal in the tricopper(lI) cation and are coordinated by a singlc. essentiall)
flat nano-clentate ligand. 2poap. One terminal DMF molecule is bound equatorially 10
Cu(l) and Cu(l)' and one DMF coordinates axially to Cu(2). In order 10 complete the
square pyramidal coordination sphere. Cu(2) also has an equatorial coordinated water
molecule, while oxygens from the solvent methanol coordinate axially 10 Cu(l) and
Cu(I"). The neighboring copper centers separations are 4.94 A and all copper centers are
bridged only by single N·N diazine groups in almost trans configurations (Cu(I)·N(3)·
N(4)·Cu(2) 164.6° and Cu(2)-N(4')-N(3}-Cu(I') 164.5°). No inter·trinuclearclose
contacts are found in 2. but instead there is a mirror plane, .....hich includes Cu(2). 0(3).
0(4). N(5) and one DMF molecule. The ligand 2poap also loses two protons_ as in I,
and it appears thatlhe sile of negative charge is N(3). This is also supported by a short
Figure 2·3. Preliminary struclural represenlation of the cation in 2,
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Table 2·(. SummaI')' OrCI')·slallographic Dala rOf I and 3.
compd.
Empiric31 rOnnUl3 C:~H;,Cu,NoOl, C3<lHj:Cu..N 1oO::1Clt
FonnulaWcight 88~.~5 1265.13
CI')·stalSystem Monoclinic Tridinic
Space group P2 1/n P1
A(A, 9.722(3) 14.751(2)
B(A, 23.'::18(31 17.692(21
CIA, 15.305(2) 9.773(1)
Qldeg.1 90 93.269(9)
Il<deg.1 93.62(2) 101.909(9)
y(deg.) 90 I IO.~53(7)
vIAll 3-148(1) 2318.2(51
Pc",cdlgcm"l, 1.6% 1.807
J1(mm· l ) 1.911 4.563
i.(Al 0.71073 0.71073
T(K) 299(1) 299(2)
R1 (R) 0.055 0.067
wR:lR..) 0.054 0.216
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Table 2·2. Selected Bond Distances cAl and Ang.les (0) for I.
Cu(\)-O(!) 1.975("') ()(1)-Cu(I)·N(11 16L!f21
Culll·()(ji 1.9\j(..J1 ()(Il-Cufl)-N{j) 80.8121
Cutll-l\(I) :.Q06(5/ Ol))-Cuell-N{I} 98.81::1
Cu(\l.N(j) 1.9::0(5) OO).Cu(I)-N(j) 178.8!:!1
CUII)-()(91 :! .... j5(..J) ~(I)-Cu(IHiO) 80.7(2)
Cul::I-Oc51 1.955(..Jl ()(5l-Cut.!)-0(71 85.91::'
Cu{2H>c7) 2.129(4) 0(5l-Cu(2)-N(4j IDO.I(:!l
Cu[21-\"141 2.080(51 ()(5l-CU(:!}-~f51 151..!121
CUf2}.\"(5) 1.9jj(51 0(5)-CU(:!)-;'Ii(6) 98.\(21
Cu(21-N161 2.141(51 0(7)-Cu(2}-N(4J 94.6f:!J
Cu[j}-O(2) 1.971(4) ()(7)-Cu(:!)-N(5) 12:!.9CI
Cu(j)-Of9) 1.929(41 O(7)-Cue2)-:-,;C6) 99.1(2)
Cu(jI-N(7) 1.921(5) N{41-Cu<:!}-I'(5) 79.1(2)
Culjj·N(9) \.999(51 N(4)-Cu(2}-N(6) 157.9!:!1
Cu(j)-()() ::335(41 NIS).CuCI·N(61 78.91';)
Cu(ll.cu(21 4.892(31 ()(2j·Cu(j)-0(91 94.9121
Cu(2)-Cu(3) 4.962(31 0(2)-Cu(j)·N(7) 80.0(2)
Cu(1)·Cu(3) 9.725(2} O(11-Cu(3)-N(91 160...(2)
N(J)-N(4) 1.388(6) O(9)-C,(J)-N(7) 174.8(2)
N(6)-N(7) 1.409(6) O(9}-Cu(3)-N(9) 103.8(2)
0(1)·Cu(I)·O(3) 99.7(2) N(7}-Cu(3)·N(9) 8UC2l
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The x-ray structure of the trinuclear copper(lI) cation in J is shown in Figure 2.....t
and selecled bond distances and an~Jes ~ given in Table :'3. There :m: twO ligands
coordin.'lling 10 three copper/Ill ions in the uinuclear coppenlll calion. The rk:lghbonng
copper-copper separations~ ~.790(8)A (Cul-Cu1) and 4.67~171 A (Cu2-Cu31 and all
copper centers art bridged only by single N-N diazine groups in almost trons
configurations ,Cull f-XI:";":fj ..Cul~) 176.3° and Cuf~f-NI8f-~(i~Cuf31 16Q.cYI The
central copper CUi:!) is bonded 10 IWO ;-';20 coordinating pockets from two ligands to
produce an unusual distorted tetnlgonaJ CUN40~ coordination en\·ironment. The copper
equatorial plane is defined by N(8). ~(IO). NO) and 0(2) (Cu-donor diSlaIlce <2.06 A I.
while !he longer CU(~"OC I Jand CUI2)-N(4) bonds provide a.'l:ial coordination sites. In
order 10 complete the trinudear structure:. the second coordination pockets from each
ligand bind another copper and result in six coordinating sites by each ligand. (u(31 has
also a letragonally distorted six-coonJinate coordination en\'ironment "';th long conucts
10 perchlorateo.'l:ygens«(u(3)-OCI212.51(2)A_Cu(3)-O(16) 2.51 (21 AI_ while (u( II is
square-pyramidal \\;th along contact 10 perchlorate oxygen O(8) ((u{ I J-0l81 2.61121 AI.
The twist of the two N-l': fragments aboul the N{8}-(u(2)-NOj a."is IN(2J-NI3 1-:"«81-
S(7) lorsional angle 75°) leads to a non-Enear trinuclear copper(1I1 structure «(u(ll-
CU(2)-CU(3) angle of 142.1°). The alkoxide ox)'gens ofsimilar N-N diazine ligands are
normally deprolonaled when Ihey coordinate to metal ions. but the short (-0 bonding
distances (C(6)-0( I) 1.23( I) A. ((23)-0(2) 1.24( I) A) in this structure show significant
C~ double bond character and that the site of deprotonation mighl exisl elsewhere in the
"
O-C-N-N framework of the ligand. There are no very short Cu-N distances. and
intermediate bond distances within the immediate ligand backbone suggest a significant
charge redistribution "ithin the ligand itself.
Figure 2-4. Structural representation of the cation in 3.
Table 2-3. Selected Bond Distances (A) and Angles (0) for 3.
C"(I)-O(J) 1.95(1) O(J)-C"(l)-N(I) 92.2(4)
C"(l~N(I) 2.00(1) O(J~u(I~N(2) 167.0(5)
Cu(l~N(2) 1.933(9) 0(3~Cu(I~N(5) 95.9(4)
Cu(I)-N(5) 1.97(1) N(l)-Cu(I)-N(2) 81.5(5)
Cu(I~0(8) 2.61(1) N(I~Cu(l)-N(5) 169.8(5)
Cu(2~0(1) 2.259(9) N(I~Cu(I~N(3) 91.8(4)
Cu(2~0(2) 2.057(8) 0( 1~Cu(2)-0(2) 87.0(4)
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Table- 2-3. Sel«:led Bond Distances tAl and Angles (°1 for 3. 1Conlinucd. I
CUl~t-~(H :.0;(1) ()(1"Cul~"N(j1 7;.3t~)
Cum-NH) ~.:!·HI) 0(1 }-Cu(1)-Nt4) 151.3(4)
CUI~I-N(81 1.95(5) {}(1).Cu(1)-N(8) IOO.5(·U
CUI~H,(IOI ~.Olill ()(11-Cut::!:).NIIOj 9}.41~1
Cu(3}-0(4) 1.984(4) O(2)-Cu(1)-N(3) 97.4(4)
Cu(Jl-NI6) ::!:.O3(11 O(~)-Cu(1)-N(4) 99.7(-+1
CU(3)-N(7) 1.91~(91 Om-Cu(~)-N{8) 79.7(41
(ul3)-1'>:(9) 1.03{11 O(l)-Cu(2)-N(IO) 158.8H)
Cu{3H)(12) ~.5It Il N(31-Cu(2)-N(4) 76.1I~)
CU;3l-O(I6) ~.51(1I N(3)-Cu{2l-N(8) 175.IHI
~(1l-N(31 1.350) N(3}-Cu(l)-N{IO) 103.2(41
N(7)..N(81 1.35(1) N(4)-Cuf2)-N(8) 108.2(4)
Culll-CU(2) 4.790(8) N(4)-Cu(2)-N(l0) 90.1(4)
Cu(2)-Cu(3) 4.671(7) N(8)-Cu(2)-N( 10) 79.4H)
O(4)-Cu(3)-N(6) 95.3(4) N(6)-Cu(3}-N(7) 81.1(4)
O(4)-Cu(3)-N(7) In.9(4) N(6)-Cu(3)-N(9) 169.5(4)
O(4)·Cu(3)-N(9) 94.1(4) N(7)-Cu(j)-N(9) 90.1(4)
"
2.3.2. 'lagntlism
The magnclic c:'tchange model for a linear ttinuclear complex is represented in
Figure 2-5.
J J
J'
Figun 2-S. Magnetic exchange model for linear ttinuclear complexes.
The isolr"Opic exchange propenies of a s~mmetric:ll system with 3 linear
arrangement ofthrtt coppcrcenters (5 = 'hi can be described by the following exchange
H.:lmiltonian leqn. 2-1) (Figure 2·5).
H .. -]J/5/'51 - 5~'53J -lJ'/5/'S3J (2-11
In all three complcxes II-J). since the distance between externa) coppers ICu 1and Cu3)
is so large. J' is assumed to be zero. and eqn. ::':-2 can be deduced from eqn. ::':-1 V" is the
molar susceptibilit}·.p is the fraclionofpararnagnetic impurilY. TIP (Sal is the
tempcrafUJ'e independent paramagnetism. 8 is a Weiss-like temperature correction: all
other lenns have their usual significancc).
X,,:: .""'g:p! [I +cxp(-2x) + IOCXP(X)]O_p)+(3Ng:p: )p+,va
3k(T-9) 1+exp(-2x)+2exp(x) 4kT (2-2)
Lt=-) IkT)
Variable lemperatwe magnelic susccptibility measuremenlS were carried out on
powdered samples ofcomplexes I-J in lhe tcmperature range 2·300 K (4.5·300 K for I)
"
and at field srrengths ofO.IT (2 and 3) or LOT (J). The magnetic moment per mole for
complex 1 drops from 2,92 ~B at 300 K to 1.85 ~B at 4.5 K (Figure 2-6). which indicates
strong anti ferromagnetic coupling between copper(lI) centers in the trinuclear fragment.
The value at 10\\ temperature is the result of the residual paramagnetism associated with
the odd number ofcopper(lI) centers. The variable temperalUre magnetic data of 1 "e~
fined 10 eqn. 2-2 and gave excellent results \\ith g "" 2.19(1). J "" -75.5(2) em". 9 - -Q.2K.
circles in Figure 2-6 represent the experimental data for 1, while the solid line was
calculated using the~ parameters. The very small 9 correction is associated with
intertrinuclear interactions and indicates that the chain structure of I (Figure 2-2) does
not influence the magnetic properties to any significant degree. in keeping with the
strictly onhogonal connectlons bel\\~n the terminal coppers of the lrinuclear subunits.
and so the linear trinuclear exchange model is an accurate one.
figure 2-ii. Variable lemperature magnetic data for I.
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Van3bk temperature magnetic d3t3 for 2 and 3 show simil3r profiles of magnetic
momenl versus temperature. Fitting of the data to eqn. 2-1 also gave excellent OIgreemeni
in both cases ";th g '" 1.24( II. J '" -7804(1 I em.1. 9 '" -0.1 1\.. p '" 0.029. TIP '" 0.00012
emu·mor
l
. IO:R '"' 0.61 12J. and g" 2.12(1). J '" -13~.6(2) cm· l . a '" -0.05 1\.. r '" 0.008.
TIP'" 0.00020 emu·mor l • 10:R '" 0.24 (3). Figure 2-7 shows the experimenl3l and
theoretical d.na for 3 calculated with these parameters.
The main reason for the :tntiferromagnelic propen.ies ofth~ trinuc1e3r
complexes is the single N-N bond. which is the only bridge between t"..o adj3cent
cop~lilIl centers in the lrinuclear units. Previous studies on dinucle3r r-;-/\ bridged
copperllli complexes have sho\\ll c1e3rly that exchange coupling can occur through a
single 1'-N bond bridge and thai the extent of exchange coupling is linearly dependent
upon the rotational angle of the copper magnetic planes rel:tti\'e to the single oond itself.
At large angles (a Irans contormationl strong anliferromagnetic coupling is observed.
while at sm3l1er angles the magnelic coupling ~omesweaker ";th a change-over to
ferromagnetic coupling behavior at acute angles around 8o-.I~1...ql All these three
trinucle3r compounds ha\'e large torsional angles Cu-;-:-t'-Cu (168Ao and 160.7" for I.
164.6" and 164.5q for 2. and I76Jo and 169.0" for 3). indicating that the cenlnl.l copper{ II)
and outer copper(1I} are bridged by tWO almost trans diazine (N-N) single bonds.
Compound 1 and 2 have the 531l'lC ligand and similar Cu-N-N-Cu torsional angles. which
lead 10 almost equivalent exchange inlegrals and compound 3 has a different ligand. but
similar magnetic structural elements and larger Cu-N-N-Cu torsional angles resulting in a
larger magnetic exchange integral.
3.
.-/
/
0"
..~"
::I I
Figure 2·7. Variable temperature magnetic data for 3.
204. Conclusion
Three new trinuclear complexes bridged by only N·N single bonds between the
copper(lI) centers are synthesized and structurally characterized. The compounds exhibit
moderate to strong anti ferromagnetic coupling as a ~uh ofsuperexchange \'ia the N·,
linkages. The mag~ticproperties~ explained on the basis of large rolalional angles of
the copper magnetic planes about the diazine bridges. in agreement with previous studies
on dinuclear copper(lI) complexes ofN·N diazine ligands.
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Ch.1pfrr 3. (21e21 !\1~ Grids·
3.1 Introduction
Self-assembly processes in\'oh'ing c:lf~fully designed multidentale ligands can
lead to sophisticated polynuclear complexes such as hrlicates. rings, boxes and grids. I:ql
At leasltNtt types ofsupramolecular p:x2] grids have been reported so far. One is the
squ~ grid bridged by bifunctional nitrogen donor ligands such as ~A'-bypyridine,(q31
~,6-di323llthr.lcene,IOUJ 1.6-diazanthracene-9.IO-dione. IQ!i cis- or Ir£Ins-meso-dipyridy[
porphyrins [<161 and the uradl monoanion. Iq11 where the metal ions are nonmagnetic
hea\'y transition melals (Pd and PI). The seeond type is the p"2) grids bridged by lineal"
pol~topic cyclic N-N diazine ligands. polypyridine ligands. e.g. Cu(IIIJ 13 11, Culll. from
3.6-bis(~'·pyridylipyridazine IqBl, Co(lIh from 4,6·bis(2',2""-bipyrid·6'·yl)·2-
phenylpyrimidine ('19. 1001. Cu(!!). from 6-(3-pyrazolyl)-2.2' .bipyridine, 1I01! square Ni(II).
110:1 and Znlll)J ('IIi. 10)l from 3.6-bis(2·pyridyl)l.~.-U-telrazine. The third Iy~ is 12> 2)
grids bridged by only oxygens or sulfurs from the ligands, e.g.. a \'ery \\eak antiferro-
magnetically coupled phenoxo..bridged Cu(Il}~ grid lUI, a (2x2] Mn(IIL grid bridged by
non-conjugated a1koxide-type oxygen atoms (IQ.1I, and a square Co(1l). grid bridged by
sulfur atoms from the ligand tetra(2-pyridyl).thiocarbazone IIOSI (Figure )-\).
Recently the ligand poap (Figure 1·9) lsot was synthesized, which incorporates
t.....o different dinucJeating fragments. alkoxo and N-N diazine, .....hich are both .....ell
kilo"" to bridge metals and propagate spin coupling. Cu(IIh, Ni(ll). and Co(ll). [2x2)
• Some~vebeen publishrdin 11tO"g. Cllrm... 1999.3I,S266and J.SolidSLlJIeC~"... 200l(inpres5).
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grids self-assembled from the reaction oflhis ligand and melal salts ha"e been
obscrved.IS(I. '11 In order to extend these siudies, pzoap, pzoapz and po2p (Scheme 3-1)
were prepared. In general. square M4(JJ"O~ clusters (M = Cu(II). Ni(II). Co(ll)) are self
assembled from lhese ligands. but in one unique case (7. Mn(II)..(Jl-O)z(N·Nh) a
rectangular cluster results. wilh ahemating Mn-O-Mn and Mn·N-N·Mn bridges.
b.
Figure 3-1. Struclure of a square [2)(2J C04 grid (b) and ilS ligand (a).
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po2p
Scheme 3-1. Ligands for [2x2] clusters.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Synthesis of Ligands
Pzoap, pzoapz were synthesized from the reaction of2-pyrazine carboxylic acid
hydrazide with methyl imino-picolinic acid and methyl imino 2-pyrazinecarboxylic acid
respectively according to the general procedure described in Chapter 2. The synthesis of
po2p was described in Chapter 2.
Pzoap: Yield 74%. Pale yellow powder (mp 258-9 .c). IH NMR (300 MHz..
DMSO·d,. 25 "C): 10.70 (s. IH. OH). 9.21 (s. IH. Ar). 8.89 (d. IH. A<). 8.78 (d. IH. A<).
8.63 (d. IH, Ar). 8.20 (d, IH. Ar). 7.94 (m, IH. Ar), 7.52 (m, IH. Ar). 7.11 (s. 2H. NH2).
Mass spectrum (major mass peaks, mlz): 242 (M). 225. 224 (M - NH} and M - H20.
respectively), 163, 107,79. IR (Nujol mull, em' I): 3400, 3306 (u NH2, OH); 1664 (s) (u
C=O); 1620 (m) (u C=N). Anal. Calcd forC II H1oN60: C. 54.54; H, 4.16; N. 34.69.
Found: C. 54.39; H, 4.08: N, 34.88.
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Pzoapz \\"35 prepared by reaction of2-pyrazine carbox~'lic acid hydrazide wilh
the methyl ester ofiminopyrazine.2-<:arbox~lic acid to gi\'e:l yellow crystalline solid.
Yield 86"0. \I.P. 268-69 ·C. 1~\'IR (300 ~IHz. DMSO-d6): IO.8~ Is. 1!-I. OHIo 9.35 IS.
IH. p~"Z,. 9_2~ Is. IH. pyzl. 8.7()"8.90 (m. .JH. p~"ZI_ 7.21(5. 2H. :'\H;I. \-lassspcrlNm
Imajor mass peaks. mlzl: 2J3CMI. ~26. 2:!5. 196. 164. 138. 108. 106.79. IR(Nujol mull.
cm·ll: 3365. 3:!67. 31981\1 NH=. OH): 1698 (\1(;0): 1657. 16[31\1 C·~I ..-\nal. Caled
for CI"H~;';;O: C. ..I9.38:~. 3.73:!'. ..I0.3\. Found: C. ~9.21: H. 3.7:3:!\. ..10.9::.
3.2_2 S~'nlht'Sis or Complu6
ICu~(pzoap.H)4J(NO»4·3H~OI'-I
Pzoap (0.2..1g. 1.0 mmol) was added to a hot solution ofCu(NO))~'3H10 IO,98g.
~.O mmol) in 10 mL H10. The resulting mixlUre was fillered and crystals suitable for X·
ray diffraction form~ from the fihr.ue :lher standing for 1-2 wuks at room lemper.uure.
Dart.: green crysl3ls. Yield: 0.22g. 5~/•. IR (Nujol mull. cm·l ): 3600 (W)(ll H=OI: 3.JOO
(w). j]50 (w) (ll NH~): 1668 (5) (ll C;N): 1050(m) (ll pyJ. Vis (Nujol mulll: (nrn) 630
(shl. 685. Anal. Calcd for [CI4(C ll HqN60l4!<NO;)dH10: c. 34.78: H. 2.79: 1\. 25.83.
Found: C. 34.53: H. 2.53: N. 25.79.
INi..Cploap·HMHzOh!COO4k3HzO (S)
Ploap (0.2..1g. 1.0 mmol) was added to the hot solution ofNi(CIO~h'6H10 (IA6g.
.J,O mrnol) in a mixture of 10 roL H10 and 10 mL MeOH. The resulting mixture was
fillered and brown crystals suitable for X·raydiffraction formed from the filtrate after
"
slanding for 1-2 weeks al room temperature. Yidd: 0.3Ig_ 7~-•. IRCNujol mull. em·ll:
3-1--1-5 tmllv H:OI. jj-l-S (ml tv ~H:). 16581v C-N). 1094 \V CIO~·). UV·Vis I~ujol
mull): trunl9Q-l-. 650 Ish). Anal. Calcd forfNi~(ClIH'lN60MH:O)~J (C10~I~'5H:0: C.
30.0-1-: H. 3.07:!\". 19.11. Found: C. 30.05: H. 2.'4: 1'\.19.29.
Pzoapz to.2-1-g. 1.0 mmol) was added to:l hot solution ofCo(ClO~): '6H:O
(I.-Mg. -1-.0 mmol) in a mixlure of 10 ml H10 and 5 ml MeOH. The resuhing mixlUre
was fillered and dark. almost b13ck crystals suitable for X·ray difTracllon were obtained
from Ihe molher liquor after sl3llding for 1-2 weeks OIl room temperature. Yidd: 0.21 g.
50%. lR(Nujol mull. cm·'l: 1650 Iv C:1"il. 1039 IVClO~-). Anal. Calcd for
ICo~(C(uH.N70)dH:O)~J(ClO,). '3H:O: C. :':7.81: H. 2.69: N. 22.n Found: C. 27.75:
H_ 2.58: N. 22.81. UV.Vis(nm. NujoJ mull): 929. 927.
IMn~(po2p.Hl~(H:OhJ(C10d~ '18H!O (7)
P02p (0.15 g. 0.5 mmol) was added toa solutionofMn(ClO~h'6H:O (1.1 g. 3.0
romol) in MeCNI H:O! MeOH mixture (10/515 mll and the mixlure healed 10 give a red·
orange colored solUlion. Slow e\'aporation al room temperalure gave red crystals. Yield:
0.28g. 52'Y•. Anal. Caled for (Mll.l(C(1HI:N~O)~J (CIO~).I·18H~0: C. 37.97; H. 3.9-1-: N.
13.02. Found: C. 37.35; H. 2.98: N. 12.93. IR (Nujol mull. cm·I): 3383 (m)lu H101
NH~). 1730 (u C"O). 1656. 1597 (v C=N). 1080. 1048 (u ClO~ l.
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3.2.3 Cry'slallograph~'
Dala collections for 4. 5 and 'were made using graphite·monochromated ~Io Ka
X-D.iiation with a Siemens SM:\RT CCD detector diffractometer equippo:.j with a
Cryostream 1'i: now cooling de\·ice.l'1II1 Cell pammeters were determined and re:tin<:d
with SMART (01'1 using the centroid values of approximately 500 selected reflections
wilh::!9 \'alues between ~O and 4S' Raw frame data were integrated using the: SAI~T
program l'"lbl ~ StruCIW'('S were solved using direcl methods and refin~ l'o~ full-mam:>.
leasl squares on F'-.IQ~1
Diffraction data were obtained for 6 \\ith a Rigaku AFC6S ditTractometer with
gr:r.phite monochromated ~Io Ka radiation. The structure was solved by direct methods
lSoi] and expanded using Fourier techniques. I'~I All caJcul:uions were performed using the
teXs:ln crystallographic software package of \-loleculllT Structure Corpor.ltion.I~"1
:-':on-hydrogen atoms were refined for' with anisotropic atomic displacement
paramelers ladps). Hydrogen atoms were placed in geometrically calculated positions
\\ith isotropic adps I.~ times that or Ihe parent atoms. Disorder problems cocounten:d
during the refinement orthe structure 0(1 prevent reponing full StructUr31 del3ils at this
time. Cell constants for 7: Space group monoclinic. C2'c. a" 2~.SOl(31A. b" 1;.811(~1
A.c· 26.083(4) A. II s IOSo4I7(2)'. Z = 4.
Abbre\'iated cf)'stal data for .&-6 is gi\'en in Table 2-\.
"
J.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1. X.ra~' Slructure5
ICl4tpzoap-HI~I(~Ojk3H~O141
The structure oflhe c:ltion oflhis letr.ll\udear grid is illustr.:lled in Figur.: ;-~ and
the structuI'31 square core in Figure ]·3. and irnpon:lflt bond dist:lflces.md :lngles:lre
lisled in Table j-~. The four ligands are self·assembled in two parallel pairs. above and
below the four copper centers. 10 produce a square (1"~J grid. Only me J.lkoxidl: groups
link the coppers together. Copper-<:opper separ:llions are dose to 4 AICU{ I rCu(~'1
-U)457(4) A. Cui 1)-Cu(21 4.0575(41 A,. with alkoxide bridge :lflgJes dose 10 140~
ICufll-OtI)-Cu/:!1140.58f7t. Cofl)..()(::!I-CU{~·)140.550tl. The Cut II centm have
square p~·r.1midal coordination en\·ironments. bul the Cu(:!) eenters are six-eoordinale
pseudo-octahedral wilh a long significant contact between Cu(2} and ()(:" (:!A61 (~l .-h
The ligands are oriented with the pyrazine ends bonded indh'idually 10 each copper
center. The copper-oxygen bonds \\ithin the ring alternate with long and soon contacts
ICU( 1)-0(112.015(1) A. Cu(2}-O(112.194(2) A. Cu(2)·0(212.0362(:!1 A. Cu( I rOl::!1
::.261 r 11 AI. such that the coppers are lif'.ked ahemately by (he oxygen bridges wilh a"ial
and equalorial contacts. Icading to the strici onhogonality of magnctic orbitals of
copper{lI) centers.
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Figure 3·2. Structural representation of the cation in [C14(pzoap·H)4](NOlk3H20 (4)
(SOC'/o probability thermal ellipsoids).
~, " .. 5.
H6 ~H7
0' N4t1~ 01 ~~.
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Figure 3·3. Structural rt:prt:sentation of the teuanuclear cort: in 4.
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The structure of the tetranuclearcation ofS is shown in Figure 3··J. 3nd the square
structural core \\lth jusl the immediate donor atoms in Figure 3-5. The imponant bond
dislances 3nd angks are listed in Table 3-3. ;\lIlhe nickel centers adopt six-eoordin:lle
pseudo-octahedraJ coordination en\·ironments. "lth the pyrazine ends of lhe ligands
bonded to the nickel centers having the coordinated water molecules. and are bridged b~
four alkoxide oxygens from the four deprotonated ligands. This asymmetric ligand
arrangemenl contraSts with that in .. where the ploap ligands lm arranged in an eclip~
fashion about the cluster. The four nickel centers require Wt ~4 coordination sites be
filled. which is prO\'ided by four ligands (20 coordinalion siles) and four water molecul~.
one coordinating to Ni( I). two to Ni(~l and one 10 Ni(J·). This leads to Ihe siluation wilh
three differenl nickel centers in lhe cluster. mt'r-NiNjO) (Xii), Irans·l\i1\:O~{'Si~ I and
ds-~i~~O~ (Ni31. Nickel-nickel separations (i\i(lH,i(~1 3.967(~) A. I'\i( I ~~i131
3.969(~1 Al. and Ni-Q.Ni angles (Ni(I}-O(I}-Ni(~) 139.08(10). Ni(l}-()(2)-l\iI3J
138.37( 10j) are comparable \\ith those in [Ni~(po.p-HMH:OJ~J(NOl)~ ·8H:O.I~Ol
Nickcl-oxygen (alko;<ide) bond distances show an asymmetric, ailemaling.long.·shon
bridging arrangement \loithin the ""~ square. in which Ni(2) has two shon contacts to
0(11 and 0(1') (bolh ~.070 A), Ni(3) has two long contacts to 0(21 and ()(~'l (both ~.I64
AI. while Ni(l) and Ni(I') have long and shan contacts to 0(1). 0(2) and 0(1') and
0(2·) (both 2.160 A and :2.073 A respectively).
Figurt 3-4, Structural representation of the squan= cation in 5,
(50'% probability thermal ellipsoids)
J04' '\03'NS' 01' \ jl N3' N1''5-\~£1-:';':-3
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figurt 3-5. Structural representation of the tetranuclear core in 5.
A strUCtural representation of th~ calion in 6 is shown in Figur~ 3-6. and th~
srruclural cor~ in Figure 3-7. Selected distances and angles are listed in Table 3-4. The
overall structure is a pseudo-square grid with the four cobalt centers bridged only by the
alkoxide oxygens. Four pseudo-octahedral cobalt(lI) centers are bound to four ligands
arranged in two paral1e! pairs above and below the C04 pseudo plane. The ligands are in
an opposed arrangement with NH2 ends pointing in opposite directions. Each ligand is
tetradentale. but fills fiv~ m~tal ion sites due to the alkoxide bridges. and fOUT wal~r
molecules act as ~xtra ligands. \\;th two waters bound to Co(2) and Co(~). Co-N and Co-
a distances fall in the ranges 1.99-2.19 A ancI2.01-2.18 A, typical ofsix-coordinate
Co(lI) c~nters. Co-Co separations are in the range 3.88-3.95 A. and co-a-co angles in
the range 133.5-136.0".
Figure 3-6. Structural representation of the tetranuc1ear cation in 6.
(50-I. probability thermal ellipsoids).
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NO
figure 3-7. Struetunll representation of the tetranuclear core in 6.
A structural representation of the cation in compound 7, based on a preliminary
structural determination. is shown in Figure J-8 and the rectangular core in Figure 3-9.
Four pseudo-octahedral Mn(lI) centers~ bound simultaneously to four depronated
ligands arranged in a rectangular sha~, with two ligands bridging pairs of metals with an
N2 diazine, and two providing alkoxide oxygen bridges and leaving two pyridine
nitrogens uncoordinated (N30 and N30'). The ligands bridging the edges of the rectangle
are tetradentate with one pyridine ring uncoordinated. while those bridging along the
sides are pentadentate. Since the bridging a1koxide fills two metal coordination sites two
extra ligands (water' aTC required to complete the six-coordination at each metal center.
The manganese centers comprise two different types: MnNsO (Mn(2» and mer-MnN303
(Mn(l)). The rectangle is defmed by Mn(1)-Mn(2) dimensions of5.290 A and 3.930 A.
with a Mn(1 )-0(1 )-Mn(2) angle of 127Jl'. and a Mn-N-N-Mn torsional angle of 170.3°.
indicating a Irons arrangement of the two metal centers about the N-N bridge. Mn-N and
Mn·Q distances fall in the ranges 2.17-2.31 A. and 2.15-2.23 A respectively.
Figure 3-8. Structural representation of the tetranuclear core in 7.
(50% probability thermal ellipsoids).
NJ6 ~:{"' 099 'l'"
,..- ....\'I Mill NI9 ,
_---...A,...-.--k-....:.- ~c>
Nil / 07 ~ l~
01 . ..., ~ ~
1,,", ~.....j/6--I~, ;---..c
I ii' - I
NIS r:..:: ~ N12 q.
Figure 3-9. Rectangular core structure Mft4(N·Nh~ in 7.
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Tablr3-1. Summary ofCryslallographic Data for 4. S. and 6.
Fonnula Weight 814.66 17';3.75 [737.5::-
Ct;o'stalSystem ~lonoclinic Onhorhombie ;\Ionoclinie
Space group PJn(No.l3) Pben (No.60) PJ/ o(~o.I';1
alAI 14.3573(31 14.368(·1J 13.~';111
b(..\) 10.8910(6) ~5.469(7) 13.681131
elAI 10.536(1) 18,479(5) 13.:;7(1)
alde~!l 90 90 90
lJldegl %:n5(';) 90 118.17(';)
ri,degl 90 90 90
v I.'!'';) 3187.4(3) 6762(3) 6550(6)
P<*d (g em·l ) 1.698 1.713 \.762
!J.\mm·ll 1AI9 US5 1.263
;.(A) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71069
T(KI 15()(21 100(2) 299(21
R1(R) 0.0431 0.0449 0.056
wR~(Rw) 0.078'; 0.1043 0.054
"
Table 3-2. Inter-Homic Distances (A) 3Jld Angles (0) Relevant 10 the Copper
Coordination Spheres in ...
CUIII-~I..I1 I.QOS()(17j CU(~I-()(:·I :.0363(151
CUlI ..Ofll :.0153(15) CU(:).~(I~·J 2.0538l181
Cu(l)-;-":(7) 2,0194(17) ()(2)-CuCn 2.0363(151
CUI 11-\"16, 2.06IS{lS) NOOI-Cu(:!'} 1.91..16(171
CUll ..O:1 : ..260S(1~) ~fl~)..(:u(:·) 2.053S1181
()(1}-(ul:!1 2..2936(15) Cu(I}-Cu(2"l ·t~57(-I)
\"ll)-Cu(:) :.0ISI{l7\ Cu(\}-Cu(:!l -1.0575(..1)
\"l-l,-Cul I l-()(I , 79.16(71 ~(I0')-Cu(~}-N(I ) 178.23181
\"(..I)-CUlI).XI1l I17.57(SI 1':(IO')-Cu(2}-0(2') 78.67(71
OIII-Cutl)-NI7l 99.S6(7) N(I)-Cu(2}-0(2') 99.65(61
\"I-l)-Cu(lI-N(6) 79A8(7) N( IO').Cu(2)-N(1 ::) 79.59(7)
Ot I)-Cot 1)·NI61 158.62(7) N(I)-Cu(2}-N(I2') 102.07(7)
1'(7l--Cu(I)-Nf6) IOIA5(7) 0(2'Ku(2}-l'o:(12') 158.26(6)
\"(..I).Cu(lJ'()() I~A6(7) KtJO·)·CU(2)-0(1) 103.28(71
0( II-Cu( I ).O(:!) 96.2\(61 N(I)-Cu(:!)-O(I) 77.3()(6\
\"(1)-Cu(I)-O(2) 77.82(6) (l(l')--Co(2)-0(Il 92.64{61
N(6)-Cu(I)-0(2) 89.95(7) N(12·)-Cu(2).{)(1) 93.01(6)
Cu(ll-O(I)-Cu(2) 140.58(1) Cu(1'}-0(2)-Cu(1 ) 140.55(7)
..
Tabl~J.J.lmer.1(omic Distances IAI and Angks(OI Rek\'3JllIO
the !\id:d Coordinalion Spheres in 5.
Ni(\ }-OIH :!.162(:!1 Nil:!)-N(61 :.038(3.
\"itll-O(:, :.0771:1 \"il3/-0CI :.1691:1
~illl-O(j) 2.055(21 Ni(3}-N(1) :!.1l~3J
Ni(l)-N(ll :!.l27(i) Ni(3)-N(9) 1.970(31
~illl·~(3) 1.966(31 N(J)-NI4) 1.40013\
!\i(I"'~112l :.069(3) Ni(ll.Ni(31 j.969':1
~iC}-()(" ::!.on(2) ~i(l)-Ni(:l 3.967(2:,
Nit:}-0(4) :.083(2:)
O(\l·!\i\[j-Ot:l 9Ll2(8) 0(:·H\i(j).~(91 109...:(91
0(1·).NiI2j-N(6', 80.73(9) N(I)-Ni(I).N(31 77.74(10)
0( I}-Ni( 1}-0(31 85.44(8) N(T)-Ni(3r N(91 97.50(11)
Ot4· ... \"it2...~M·) 91..57(9) ~(1)-Ni(1)-NiI:1 95.10nOI
Ollfo\"i{1I-:"(1) 153.78(91 :"t9}-:":i(3)·:'\(9'i 17:.47([11
O\2H\i(J)·N(7) 153.00(9) NO)-Ni(1)-N(12) 171.97(10)
0(1H\i(I}-N(31 76.34{9) Ol2:'}-Ni(3)·N(T) 153.<10(9)
0\2:,..Ni13)-N{9) 75.91(9) 0(1)-Ni(2)-O(4) 9LH(8)
0(1)·Ni(I}-N(l2) 111.01(9, 0(:')-Ni(3}-N(9') 75.91(9)
O(2)·Ni(3)-O(2') 94.82(8) 0(1)·Ni(2)·N(6) 80.73(9)
OC::)·Ni(1 )-0(3) 167.05(9) N(7)-Ni(3}-N(91 77.52(10)
Table 3·3. Interatomic DiStances/AI and Angles (0) Relevant to the Nickel Coordination
Sphc:rc:sin S. (Continuedl
()(~ ..~i13 ..!\{TI 8/U()(91 OfI.-Ni(2}-()(I', 90.48.8,
Oc~ ..~ill ..~I1) 95.Q9(91 OfI}-NiI2}-0(4'j 1~,19(8)
O(:!}·Ni(3)·NC9") 109.42(9) 0(1)·Ni(2)·NC6·) 96.n(9)
0(:!).Ni{1)·N{3) 97.:!Ot.9) 0(4)·Nit2}-N{61 91.57(9)
OI~ ..~icl,..Nl:!j 79,77(91 ()(1·}-Ni(2).()(4) 172.19f81
0(2'}-\"i\3}-N(71 89.50(9) ()(4}-NiC).OI·Q 87.89(8)
O(3).:-;i(I)-N(l) 9~.54tIOI OC1")-Ni(2H\"l6) 96,22(91
\"(7l-1'\ilj)·S(T) 98,63(10) 0(4-}-Ni(2)·N(6) 91.52(9)
0<3}-Nill}-N(3) 94.12t10, N(6)-!\iO'-N(6"1 175.70(11)
\"l7 ..l'i13.-\"c9·, 9750(10, 0{1'H,i(2H)(4'j 91.33(8)
Ol31·Ni(I)·N(11, 89.80(10) Ni(I).O(IH'i(2) 139.08110)
~(T).Ni(j).N(9·) 77.52(10' Ni(I}-O(:!}-Ni(j) 138.37(10)
..
Table 3-4. Imeralomic Distances IA I and Angles (0) Rele\'anllo the Cobalt Coordination
Spheresin6.
C041~:-':(11 :.177(;1 Co{4f-0(3) ::.10543)
COl I I·0{41 :.1300j COl~f-O(~' :':.076{41
Co(l}-S{\) 2.187HI Co(4)-()(7) 2.157(~1
Co{ll-j\iH) 1.993(~) C0(4)-0(') ~.on(~)
(0\11-:-':(::1 2..:!01(~1 Co(~)·N(21) :':.138(4)
(o(1f-:-J(:':SI .:':.01~~1 CO(~}-N(28) 2.152:141
Co(:':)-()(I) :':.073(3) Co(l~C0(2) 3.9~1(:':1
(01':': I-Oc': , :':.100(3) Co<2}-Co(3) 3.9~7(2}
(0(2)-0(5) ':.07~(41 Co(3)-Co(~) 3.880121
C0(2)-0(61 :':.130(~) Co(l)-C0(41 3.870(:':)
(0(:':)-:-':0) :':.13S(4) Ol'I-Co(ll-O<4) 99.0(1)
CO(2)-~(I~1 :':.154(~) 0(5}-Co(:':)-N(14) 9O.S(I)
(0(3 I-at:':) 2.168(4) O(1I-Co(l}-N(1) ISO.6(I)
Co(31-0(3} 2.119(3) O(6)-Co(:':)-N(7) 86.8{:':}
(o<3)-N(8) 2.16O(~1 O(I)"Co(l)-N(~) 75.4(1)
Co(3)-1'\(II) 2.007(3) 0(6)-Co(2)-N(14) 89.7(2)
Co(3)-N(IS) 2.162(4) 0(1)-Co(l}-N(22) 92.8(1)
Co(3)-N(l8) 1.997(3) N(71-Co(2)-N(14) 176.4(1)
'9
Table 3....... Inler:lIomic Distanco:s fAI and Angles (.) in 6. (Cominucdl
Ot I.-Co( I )·N(~51 106.3(11 :'ol(22}-Co(l,-N(~5) H9(11
()(2.-CoOr0:3) 97.0(ll N{S)-Co(3)-N(15) 81.j121
OI ..h-Col 11-~111 QI.8i11 (}(1 ...Co(~)-()(2) QQ.7lll
OC)-CoO}-l'fSI 150.8(1) NCS)-CoO)-N(IS) I06AC~1
O(~}-Co(l)-N(~1 116A(2) 0(1l-CO(2)-O(;) 16S.5(1)
OCI-CoOl-~C II, 75.HII N(II}-CoC31-l'iIISI \03.11I)
O(..jI,COIII·N(:!~) 148.7{l1 0(1)-C0(2)-0I6) 91.6(] 1
O(:!I·Cot31·l':cISl 95.7l~) N(lll-Co(3)-NI18) \77.5(2)
0(..j) ..Co(IJ-N(25) 75.0(1) 0(1)-Co(2)-N(7) 78.2(11
Ot:!rCo(3l·NI18\ 10~.5{1J ~(15l-Co(3)-N(18) 76.2(11
~11.-Co(ll-NI41 75.3(1) O(I).Co(:;!)-N(1..j) 101.0(11
(}(3)-Co(3}-NC8) 94.1(1) 0(3)-Co(·n·0(4) 88.2(11
~(I)-CO(I)'I'C2~) 92.0(2) 0(:!)-Co(2).{)(.5) 92.2(1)
0(])-C0l3l·N(l11 105.5(1) NCI.-Co(l)-N(:;!5) 102.9t~1
N(Il-Co(l).NC!5) 102.9(1) ()(3)-Co(4}-()(7) 168.9(11
()(3}-Co(3)-N(15) 150.9(1) 0(2)-Co<2)-{)(6) 167.](11
N(4)-Co(l)·r..;(22) 94.7(2) 0(3)-Co(4)-0(8) 87.3CI)
0(3)-Co(3)·N(18) 75.6(1) 0(2l-Co(2)-N(7) 105.90)
N(..j)-Co(l)·N(25) 168A(2) O(3)·Co(4)·N(21) 77.0(1)
N(8)-Co(3).N(II) 75.9(2) O(2)·Co{2)-N(14} 77.6(J)
so
T.bk 3.4. Interatomic Distances IAI and Angles (0) in 6. (Continuedl
O(3)-Co(~)-N(:!8) 106.8(1) 0(7)-Co(4)-N(18) 83.6(11
0<5J.Co(1l-Oc6l 88.1)(11 0(8)-Co(4)-N(21) 93.11::1
0(";J-CO(·H-Oc71 90.2(11 ()(8J.CoI4)-N(28l ql.::lll
O(5)-Co(2)-N(71 90.3(1) N(21)-Co(4)-NI28) 17..;...Iill
O(·Jj-Co(41-0<81 166A(I) Co<l )-O(')-Co<4) 133.9(11
0/";l-CO(..()-r..:f211 98.3(11 CO(Il-0(I)-Co(2) 136.0(11
0(";)-Co(4)-N(28) 77.8(1) Co(2)-0(2)-Co(3) 135.2(11
0(7J.C0/4)-0l8) 96.6(::1 Co(3}-O(3)-Co<4) 13j.5II,
0(8)-Co(4)-N(21) 92A{I)
3.3.2 Self A55embl~'
These ditopic ligands. for example pzoap (Scheme 3-1). generally form square
and rectangular letranuclear grids when they react with metal ions in their deprolonaled
fonns. The CUrm\t group of ligands produce square M..(IJ..()),; alkoxide bridged grids
'Aim Cu(II). Ni(lIl. Co(ll) sailS. and a rtttangular mixed bridl?e grid. Mn.(J.I.()):!lj.L-l'..:-Nh·
A mechanism for self-assembly in the process of fonning Ihese clusters is hard to
pinpoint. but Ihe bridging of the deprotonated alkoxide oxygens and the contiguous
coordination pockets capable of producing fi\·e-membered chelate rings on bonding to
transition metal centers are believed 10 play the key roles. The self-assembly process
may involve pre-coordination of a metal ion on one side of the ligand in a NO or N20
pocket. 'Aith extra coordination sites occupied by solvent molecules (usually ....-ater
'I
molecules). which would producO::I \"i:lble building block. The: sequential docking of
such subunilS .....ould then proceed to construct the grid in :I square or rectangular
arrangement based on the matching of the positions of the pockets. and the oclahedrally
based bond angles around the metal centers themselves. The ultimate subtle ditTo:ro:nco:s
in resulting grid confonnations may rest ....;th subtle differences in the ligands
themseh·es.
3..1.3 Magntlic: Propcnies
The magnetic exchange model for the square grid complexes is represented in
Figure 3·IOa (For simplicity the model assumes that all exchange integrals between
adjacent pairs of metal centers are the same.) and is described b~· the c.~change
Hamiltonian given in eqn. 3·1.
4 1, IJ/DJI
3 Jz 2
b.
Figure )·10. E.~changemodel for square (a) and rectangle (bl (2<!J grids.
Ng:p: LSr(SI' +1)(2Sr +I)f'£iSt"H
1,,- '" 3k(T -8) LS r(2Sr + I).'-t"u·".r
XIoI =1J.rU-p)+2N::::P +TlP
"
(3.1)
(3.J)
The normal procedure for generating the: exchange equalion ~uircs the
calculatton of the t01a1 spin state combinations. using a spin ve<:lor coupling approach.
and lheir associated energies. followed by substitution into !he Van Vle<:k equ:ltion leqn.
3-21. This is a very tedious procedure for large grids and dusters. and to simplitY this
process all the calculations have been combined in a software package (MAGMLfNl. [l001
which generates the exchange equation internally. and allows the non-linear regression
fillings of the experimental susceplibility data as a funclion of temperature. Tho;>
exchange Hamiltonian information is uansferrcd to the file OWO l.ini [106.a1 (Figure 3-111
as spin number. coupling patterns. and arbitr.l!1· coupling strength (The \'aluo;> of -I cm· 1
is simply faclored in the non-linear regression process to generale the best fit 'J \·alue.l.
and the S' \'alues and their energies are calculated using OWOI.exe. The resuhing .spk
tile is l'l:ad by MAGMUN.exe to create the exchange equation and allow data fitting.
Eqn. 3-2 and 3-3 allows for inclusion ofparamagnelic impurity fraction lP). TIP
(temperature independent paramagnetism) and Weiss intermolecular exchange effects (9t
Other terms have their usual meaning.
Spim: 1122
Couplings.- /213344/
Strengths: -/-/-/./
Eigenvectors: no
Owput:Ni4
Figure 3-11. Example ofOWOl.ini file for square Ni(lIl4 grid.
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The magnelic exchange model for the reclangular g.rid complexes is represented
in Figure J-IOb and the Hamiltoni:m equation (eqn. 3-4J can be used 10 d<scribe: it Data
fining. can be: done by simply fixing one Jas a fraction of the other. i.e. .J and u./; using
MAGMli1\ (P.J!II as described 3OOve.
V3ri3ble temperature m3gnelic susceptibility measurements were c:mied OUI on
powder~ s:unples of complexes 4-7 in the temperature range 2-)00 K (5. 7j (5-JOOK for
4.6) and at field sttengths ofO.IT (7) or 0.2T (4. 6) or I.OT (5). Magnelic dal3 for
complexes -1·7 are summarized in Table )·5.
Magnetic moment (per mole) versus tempernture (K) d3t3 for -I 3re shown in
Figure 3-12. The magnetic moment at room temperature for 4 is higher than normal
values for uncoupled copperCII) complexes. and suggests either the 3b~nce of exchange
or the possible prcs.:::nce of ferromagnetic exchange. Compound'" shows 3n
3pproximately constant value of -1.0 liB in the range of 300-100 K. follo.....'Cd by a sharp
increase to 5.0 J.lB 315 K. This be:havior is typical of a cluster exhibiting intramolecular
ferrom3gJ1etic coupling. The variable temperature magnetic data wert fitted to an
exchange expression (eqn )-3) for 3 square arrangcmenl offoUT S .. h metal cenlers.
The solid circles in Figure )-12 represent the experimental data and the solid line
represents the best fit of the data with g:; 2.221(5). Ja 8.2(4) cm·l • 20 0.0004. TIp:: 242
" 10~ emu·mor l • 6= ·0.4 K. I02R - 1.1 (R" [~t~"l>l-uoId!j ~ Xob,2JII2). The positiveJ
value confinns the intramolecular ferromagnelic coupling. which can be expected from
its pttuliar Cu..O~ struCture. The structure shows that all the copper{lI) centers are linked
by a."iallequatorial forthogonah contacts through the alkoxide bridges. which nominally
indicates a lack of antifc:rromagnetic coupling. as obstorlred. The dominant strong
ferromagnetism may be due to the close proximity of the four copper centers within the
square arrangement.
The variable temperature magnetic data of S (magnetic susceptibility ,'(')"11$
temperature) art sholln in Figure 3-13. which indicates completely different ~halior.
compared to the square ClLlOJ (..). Compound S has a room-temperature magnetic
moment of2.01 J.lB (pcr mole) and shows a maximum at 26 K in the l.lll'ersus
temperature profile (Figure 3-131. indicating intramolecular antiferromagnetic coupling.
An excellent fil of the data 10 eqn 3-3 (5 = 1) was obtained I\ilhg = 2.205(·H. J '" -3.:~(21
cm·l.p = 0.005. 8" O~. TIP" 800 lC lO-6emu·morl. Ici'R" 0.35 (R = [~lue> -
1s* J=;'!:Xol>o~ll.':l. The solid line in Figure 3-13 was calculated I'ilh these parameters.
The presence of anti ferromagnetic exchange in S is entirely consistent with its structure.
in which the four octahedral Ni(ll) centers are bridged only by the alkoxide groups with
!'ii·D-Ni angles of 138.530 and 139.000. However. the calculated J value for 5 is smaller
than anticipated_ based on the magnitude of me Ni-O-Ni angles.IIGJI and this may be due
10 the allernating short-long contaCt arnngement I'ithin the: NiJO. square.
ComJX)und 6 (Figure 3·14) has a molar magnetic marne", of 11.2 J.l8 al room
temperature (300 K), and drops steadil)' 10 1.5 J.lB at 5 K. which is clearly indicating the
presence of significant intramolecular antiferromagnetic exchange. The data for 6 were
fined to an isotropic exchange expression (eqn. 3. S= 312) for a square tetranuclear
complex. and gave good fitting parameters ofg - 2A2(1).J: -6.95(4) cm-'. p = 0.004_
solid line in Figure 3·1~ \l.'3S calculated ....ith these parameters. The ne~3.ti\·e J \'alue
confinns the antiferroma~netic exchange. which is consistent uith ils alkoxide bridgoo
squan:- structure. and 13.rl;e Co-O-Co angles.
The variable temperature magnetic data for 7 are shoun in Fig.ure )- I5 Magnctic
moments {per mole) \"crsus temperature of7 show a similar profile to compound 6 from
::-)00 K. indicative of intramolecular amiferromagnetic exchange. The susceptibility
data were fined m an approprialc exchangc expression derived as described abo\·c irom a
spin Hamiltonian leqn. 3~1 appropriate m a rectanglc of four S = 5·~ centers..-\ ve~·
good data fit was obtained \\ith g so 2_00. J1 = -1.9(2)cm-l.h = .Q.I(I)cm·'. p =0.037.
TIP = 0 cmu.mor l . 10"R "" 0.60 (R ., (~%Db< - XuIt )~I ~Xl>tos ~I"~I. The solid line in Figure
3-15 was calcul3.tcd with these \·alucs. Two negative J\'alucs are consistent with the
structure. which shows a Mn-O-Mn angle 127.0°. and 3. Mn-I'-N-Mn torsional angle of
170.)°. J1 is tentatively assigned to the Mn-O-Mn bridging interaction. and J: to the
trQffS ~·N bridge arrangemenl. Both bridges would be expected to produce 3.ntifeITO-
magnetic coupling due 10 Iheir large angles. I~II
\
TEMP(K)
Figure 3-12. Variable temperature magnetic data for 4.
r·, \, .
! \
f \,l~
TEMP(")
Figure 3-13. Variable temperature magnetic data for 5.
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I •~I
TEMP(KI
Figure 3-14. Variable temperature magnetic data for 6.
( .
I
1
lEMl'(K)
figure 3-15. Variable temperature magnetic data for 7.
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Table 3-5. Magnetic Data for~ Grid Compounds.
Compd. TIP I(tR
lem,l, l'IO~emu.morll IK,
2.221(5) 8.2(4) 0.0004 242 -0,4 1.1
2.205(';) -13.2(2) 0.005 800 0.35
2,42(1) ·6.95{41 0.000l 120 1.20
2.00 J, -\.9(21 0.037 0.60
J: .0.1(11
J...& Conclusion
A series of polynucleating ligands with dual bridging functionality h:ls been
successfully used 10 generate predominantly square ~~(}!.OIJ (M == Cu(ll). Nitll) and
(0(1111 complexes and a rectangular MI1..l(N-NhO: grid complex:. These examples arise
through a self-assembly process. which is conlrOl1ed in the sense that:l predetcnnined
structural arrangement is logically based on the strategic positions of the donor groups
"ithin dw: ligand backbone. The square copper duster exhibits intramolecular
ferromagnetic spin exchange. associated "ith the orthogonal alkoxide bridging
arrangement and the close proximity of the copper centers. Both the Ni~(}!-O)~ and
Co~(J.I-O)~ dusters are amiferromagnetically coupled due to the large M·O-M angles and
for the rectangular MI1..l the exchange is dominated b}' anti ferromagnetic coupling via
both the alkoxide and the N·N bridges.
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Chapter.a. From 12x21 Squarr Grid 10. MrlallaC)'c1ic Ni, CluJlrr
U InlroduclioD
Sdf-asscmbly reactions producing high nuclearily spin-coupled me131lamacrocycles
h:l\"e been achie\'ed in the past decade. Using alkoxides or carboxylates as bridging.
ligands. Fe. 1101. to'Jl. Fellol. Felo lOI. Fel" 11101 rings, a Fell wheel ltOI. and aCTlIllll ring
lilt] h3\'e been synthesized 3tId structurally characterized. In all the cases. the metal-
meta] interactions are anti ferromagnetic. yielding ground states S :: O. A square-
anliprismalic ring cluster ILaaLlll L = ~-{ 1.3.5-benzenec:arbonyh-tris(3-melhyl-l-p~nyl­
2-p~TaZOlin-5-onen Iml has also been reported recently. Winpenny. el al. reponed a Nil~
wheellealuring acetate and 6-ehloro-2-pyridonale ligands which shows ferromagnelic
exchange between the metal centers. and a resulting S-l ~ spin ground Slate, 11131 More
recently, they synthesized a cyclic Ni!~ cage [!'<i:~(OHh(mpoIH,(O~CMeb '(Hmpollo]
(Figure .a-I) from the heterocyclic ligand. 3-methyl-3-pyrazolin-S-one (HmpoJ.111~1
These melallamacrocycles in\'ol\'e combinations of bridges. including exogenous
bridging groups (e.g. acetale_ methanol. etc.) in addition 10 the primar~.. ligand. The
bridging ligand A-acetyisalicy'lhydrazide reacts \\.ith Mntll) acetale in air by a self-
assembly process 10 produce a 118Imetallacrown-6. a hexanudear Mn(lll)
metallamacrocyde. \\.ith no exogenous ligand bridge but a [M·N.Nln repeating unil.l60
1111 More recently. a dec:anuc1ear Mnlo metallamacrocyc1e. [JOJmetallacrown-IO. in
which the manganese aloms are bridged by only' the N-N diazine single bonds, self-
lISSlmbled from a similar ligand ,V-phenylsalicylhydrazidate (Hjbzshz) was also
..
reponed.16lj Variable temperature magnetism studies show that anti ferromagnetic
exchange interactions bel\\'CC'n manganese centers is dominant in this MnlO ring.
HOJd
I
H
Figure 4-1. Core Stnlcture of the Ni24 wheel (b) and its ligand (a).
Self assembly processes with single bridging ligands can lead to predetennincd
cluster architectures similar to those described in Chapter 3, if cenain critical structural
elements are incorporated into the ligand backbone. The ligand paoh. built on a central
oxalic dihydrazide fragment. has two widely separated tridentate (N20) terminal
coordination pockets (Scheme 4-1). Reaction of this ligand with Fe(ll)(CIO..h produces
a square homoleptic 12X2] Fe(II:k grid (8). Replacement of the H2 groups with 2·
pyridyl residues to give dpkoh now presents the same terminal coordinating elements,
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but .....ilh the 3dditional coordination capacily of an e:l:o-1'\. coordinalion pockel. and
creates a repeating element that no..... in"ol\'es three metal ions. Rea':tion of dpkoh "1th
:\iX: '6H~O (X" CIO•. BF.I produces lhcoctanuclear metallacyclic cluster cClmplexes
in hig.h ~'ield by an equi"a1enl ~lf-assembly process.
Sc:heme 4-1. Coordinating modes for the ligands pOlh and dpkoh.
4.2 EJpe:rimeataJ
4.2.1 S~'nlhesu of Ligands
Paoh The methyl ester ofimino-picolinic acid .....as prepared in situ by reaclion of
1-cyanopyridine (2.1 g. 11 mmol) with sodium methoxide solulion. produced by
dissolving sodium metal (0.050 g. 22 mrnol) in dry methanol (50 mL). Oxalic
dihydrazide I:: mmoh (prepared from the reaction ofeth~·t oxalate with hydrn.zine
hydrate in methanol) w~ added to the above solution and the mixture rel1uxed for 24 h.
A yellow powder ""-as obtained. which was filtered off. washed with methanol. and then
diethyl ether and dried under \-:K:uum. Yield: 5Ag. 83~ •. M.P. > 360 'c. ~Iass sp«trum
(major mass peaks. mlzl; ~43(~11. ~26. 225.196.164.138.108.106.79. tR (~ujol mull.
cm·I); 3405(\1 NH). 3257(\1 OH): 1613. 1595. 1584 (\I C-N): 997 (Py). Anal. Cakd lor
C1lHI,!\,O:·HP: C. 48.83: H. 4.68: N. 3:!.54. Found: C. 48.09: H. 4.22: 1'\. 33.~7.
Dpkoh Oxalic dihydrazidc (1.18 g. 10.0 mmoO was added to di.2.pyridyl ketone
13.68 g. 20.0 mmo!) in methanoltlOO roll. then the mLxture was renuxed lot 10 hr. A
pale yellow solid ""-as obtained. which was filtered off. ""-ashed ",,;th mt'lhanol3lld dried
under \;lCuum. Yield; 3.38g. 75 ~•. M.P. > 270 'C.IR (Nujol mull. em"): 3405 (u NHI.
1692. 1580. 1564 (u CaN): 997 (Py). Mass Specuum (M/z): 451(M+H). 226. 225.197.
169. 105.78. Anal. Caled for C:.Hl.N,O~; C. 63.98:~. 4.03: N. 24.89. FOllnd: C. 63.69:
H. 3.96: K 24.97.
·"2.2 S~'nlheli5 of Complexn
IFe..(paohll!(CKM. (8)
Paob (0.33 g. I.Ommol) ",,-as added to a hot solution of Fe(C10lh'6H~O ( 1.4 g.
4.0 mmot) in MeCN I H:O(5/10 ml). The mixture was stirred for 30 min.. then filtered
and the filtrate was left at room temperature. Black crystals were obtained from the dark
orange solution after a few days. Yield: 0.47g. 8IY•. Anal. Calc. for [Fe..(C llH1lN.0:2)..j·
"
(CI0.!a·O.5CH;OH: C. 29.00: H. ~50::\. 19.15. Found: C. 29.83: H. ~.65::\. 19.79. IR
I:\ujol mull. cm·11; 1691. 16-1::; IU C-"'O. C=:\): 1091 III C10~).l"\··\·is(:\ujol mull'l:
Inm1830.~1.
1:\~(dpkobh(H:O"I(CIO~h(H:Olt (9l
Dpkoh (0.45 g. 1.0 mmoll was added to a solution of~iICI0~':'6H:0 t IA6 g. ".0
mmoll in metlunol water (I O~O mll. and the mixture warmed. Dark red-brown cr~..stals.
suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained on sianding from a bco\\Tl solution (Yield:
0.67g. 82~ol. Anal. Caled. for ~iIIC:.HI.,1\IO:)~(H:O)sl(CIO.JI·H:O ,91: C. 35.21: H.
2.71: \. 13.69. Found: C. 35.12: H. .:!A8:~. ]j.77. IR lNujol mull. cm·I): 3461 (u H:OI.
1627. 1586(u C"O. C=N). 1086.1018 tu Cia;).
".2.3 C~'slallograph~'
Diffraction data for single crystals or8 were collected using a Sruker SMART
CCD diffractometer. equipped \\ilh an Oxford Cryostream !'\~ cooling de\'iceY~OJ \\ith
graphite monochromated Mo-t.:a radiation. Cell parameters were detenninro and refined
using the SMART sof!ware.l'lal raw frame data .....ere integrated using the SAINT
program.I'lbl Cell conStants for 8 (preliminary structure): Space group monoclinic. CYc.
a" 20.2844(6) A. b "" 29.8341(6) A. c = 31.4446(7) A.I}= 91.153(2)". Z = 4. RI ..
0.1523 for 10888 data .....ith Fo > 40" (Fo) and 0.2285 for all 19580 data (1704
parametersl.
Diffr3ction data for single crystals of9 were collected using. a Bruker N.'CCD
system using gr3phite-monochromalized Mo-Ka X·radiation. and a rotating anode
generator. SHELX97 11111 and teXsan /1111 were used for the struclUre solution and
refinement b3scd on (. Cell constants for 9Iprelimllw~' structure I: Space group
monoclir.ic. P2 1/n. 0 - 18.206(31 A_ b '" 41.433(7) A. c"" 19.080(3) A. ~ = 99A08(-h". Z
'" ~_ RI = 0.1522 for 10313 data \\ith Fo > 40" (Fo) and 0.3112 for all 293~2 data 1170-:
~.3 Results and Discussion
·0.1 X-ra~' Stru(tures
Structure of [Fe~(paohl~I(CIO~b(8)
The structural representation of the tetranudear cation in 8. based on a
preliminary structur.1I dete'nnination. is depicted in Figure ~-2. The basically fbt
telt3rtuclear FdllJ cation (Onlains four metal (enters and four ligands_ with each ironCIII
ion bound by the remote N~O donor pocketS of the four essentially flat ligands. The
tetr.1Jludear metal grid is not rigidly sq~. but ha5 one side (Fe( I}-Feel) significantly
longer (7.25 Al than the others «6.95 A). Two ligands adopt cis confonnations and two
trans with equi\'alent pairs arranged in parallel to produce a square duster with a large
internal void inside. but no anions or solvent molecules were found in the cavity. Metal
ligand distances are consistent with each iron center being Fe(Il). Fe-N distances and Fe-
odistances fall in the ranges 2.03-2.10 A and 1.97-2.17 A respectively.
6S
(50010 probability thermal ellipsoids).
The structure of the cation in 9, basal on a preliminary structural determination. is
depicted in Figure 4-3 and the core structure in Figure 4-4. The core structure of the
cation is a 24-membered metallamacrocycle, in which there are eight distoned octahedral
Ni(1I) ions. Four cis-NiN~02 centers are roughly at the comers of a square (Nil. Ni3.
Ni5. and Ni7), and four trans- NiN~02 centers are bound externally in a roughl)
tetrahedral arrangement (Ni2. Ni4, Ni6, and Ni8). Water molecules occupy the Irans
coordination positions (Ni2. Ni4, Ni6, and Ni8) and the Nil ring is folded. somewhat like
a saddle. The structural COrt shows that all the eight nickel ions are directly linked by
diazine (N2) bridges to neighboring atoms to form a ring. Longer Ni-Ni linkages also
..
involve O-C·N bridges. The large cavity within the Nil ring appears to be devoid of any
solvent molecules or anions. and the size of the cavity is measured between the opposite
oxygen atoms as 7.45 A (0(1)-0(5». 7.42 A (0(3)-0(7». 7.02 A (0(9)-0(14»). and 6.53
A (0(12)-0(15» respectively. Ni-O and Ni-N bond distances fall in the range of2.09-
2.17 A and 1.96-2.14 A respectively. Ni·Ni distances of the square nickel centers fall in
the range 6.88·6.98 A. while the external tetrahedral Ni·Ni distances fall in the range
9.02-9.22 A. The nickel ions are linked by almost Irans N·N bridges (Ni·N·N·Ni
torsional angles 154·173°). The charge balance of the cluster molecule shows that two
negative charges are associated with each ligand.
Figure 4·3. Structural representation of9. (50% probability thermal ellipsoids)
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Figure 4-1. Structural representation of the octanuclear core in 9.
4.3.2 Magnetic Propenies
Variable tem~raturemagnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on
powdered samples of complexes 8. 9 in me tem~rature range 2-300 K and at field
strengthsofO.1T.
1F,,(paoh),I(C10'h (8)
The molar magnetic susceptibility versus temperature data for 8 (X \'$ T) are
ShO\\T1 in Figure 4-5 and molar magnetic moment V$ tem~rature in Figure 4-6. The
iron(lI) cluster has an essentially constant magnetic moment per mole of 11.2 J.LB from
300 to 25 K, which indicates the absence of any significant coupling between iron(lI)
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centers at high temperature. This corresponds to an effective magnetic moment of 5.6/-18
per meta\, consistent with the presence of Fe(ll) in a d6 high-spin electronic configuration
(S = 2). There is a sharp drop of magnetic moment to 6.1/-18 per mole a12.0 K. which
could be associated \\;th vel)' weak antiferromagnetic exchange. This has been
confirmed by fitting these data to the square Fe(lI) model (Figure 3-10. S = 2) using
MAGMUN II06J. givingg= 2.35. J- -0.23, TIP - 0.000300 emu·mor l , e= 0 K. IcYR =
3.9 ( R = [t()Jb: - :&ak:)2/!:)Jn2JII2). (Solid line in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 were dra"ll
from these best-fit parameters.) But this sharp drop at low temperature could partl) be
due to zero-field splitting. The slight discrepancy between the experimental data and the
theorelicalline in the plot of molar magnetic moment versus temperature may be due to
small temperature errors in the data or slight errors in the cup correction. A rise in
moment on decreasing the temperature might suggest ferromagnetic coupling. but this is
highly unlikely given the long distance of separation of the Fe(II) centers.
figure 4-5. Molar susceptibility vs temperature data for 8.
• 9
> •
:1 I
10 ... ,so ,. :roo _
Figure 4-6. Molar magmetic moment ,'s temperature data for 8.
The magnetic exchange model for the octanuclear metal ring complex is
represented in Figure 4-7. For simplicity the model assumes that just nearest neighbor
exchange coupling within the ring is considered and all exchange integrals between
adjacent pairs ofmelal cemers are the same. The Hamiltonian equation (eqn. 4-1) can be
used to describe it.
7 8
:0
Figure 4-7. Exchange expression model for M1 ring.
7.
Thl: \-ariable tempc:rntu~ magnetic data for 9 an~ Sho"T1 in Figure ~-8. \lagnctic
momenlS t~rmole) for 9 drop smoodtly from 8.31-18 al 300 K to 1.96 ~A at ~ K.typical
or 3 syslem with dominant intramolecular antirerromagnetic coupling. The data were
fined to an isotropic e"change e"p~ssion based on the e:xchange H3IIlillonian leqn. ~-II
using MAGMUN (HlI>J. An excellenldala fit gave g. 1.235(4).1" -14.9C::) cm· l • TlP:o
0.00145 emu-mor l . correcled for 5'~ paramagnetic impurilY !solid line in Figure ~-71.
The anti ferromagnetic coupling \\ithin the wheel can be readily rationalized on the basis
orlhe dose to trollS arrangement of me NiWI centers about !,.~ single bond bridges fl"i-
~-~-1'\i torsional angles IS-J. I73e ). This result agrees ""ilh the magneloslructural
correlations in a series or dinudearcopper(lll complexes bridged just by 1'\8 bonds. and
spanning a Tange of torsional angles from 75-180·. which showed a syslc:matic linear
varialion in e:xchange integral from ferromagnetic e:xchange < 80· to anti ferromagnetic
e:xchange ;> 80'. associated with p orbital orientation and o\'erlap in the ~-!\ bond as a
function of angular rotation.IJSI
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Figure 4-8. Variable temperature magnetic data for 9.
4.4 Conclusion
The ligand paoh. which has two widely separated tridentate (N20) terminal
coordination pockets, produced an essentially uncoupled square [2x2) Fe(lIh grid (8).
Replacement of the NH2 groups with 2-pyridyl residues gives dpkoh with the additional
coordination capacity of an exo·N~ coordination pocket, leading to the octanuclear
nickel(lI) centers are bridged by only the diazine N- single bonds. This bridge has been
shown to propagate magnetic exchange between the metal centers, and in the present case
substantial antiferromagnetic coupling exists between the nickel(ll) ions throughout the
metaUacycle. This strategy may have general application for generating more
complicated clusters or metallacycles.
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Chapltr 5. 13 x 31 :\1. Grids'·
5.1 lalroduction
Although sell-assembly stralegies have succeeded in 3. few c=s lor the lonn:ltlon
ofrelati\'e1y low nuclearity molecular clusters. for el':ample r~K!1 ~L grids 131. ~ 11.0,.111:'1.
3. (2x31 rectangle A~ grid Ill'll. higher nuclearity predetennined grids are sliUme.
Eksidc=s thc= nonmagnelic [3><31 AgII).p:1 Lehn elc. also repone=d one [~><-II PbllJl l "
square grid with appropriate el':lension of the pol~10pic pyridazine ligands. based on
~MR and ES mass spectromelry {no X-ray slruclure).lllQI Recently 11x:!} Cll.!. Ni~. ~1n...
Co~ letranuclear complexes self-assembled from simple letradentate alkoxy-diazine
ligands have been symhesized (~also Chapler 3l.I!'OJ Extension of the alkoxy-diazine
dilOpic ligand poap (Scheme 5-1) to effectively double the alkoxo-bridging fragment can
be achieved by using a :!.6-disubsliluted pyridine cenual unit (Scheme ;-11. which resullS
in the formation of two trilopic li@andslpoapandlpoap:r.. l:nique nona-nuclear (3"31
(~h{~-Odl paramagnClic grids "ith Mn(lI) 11~1 and Cu(1I) Ill. 1~11 sailS have bet'n
prepared by a suict self-assembly process from these ligands. The Ml'I9 systems exhibil
imra-molecular antifenomagnetic coupling. while for the CUo complexes fenomagnetic
el':change is observed with S • 7,"! ground states.
• l. L Zblo. C. J. Marthe"'s, L. K. Thompson. S. L. Heath. CJrtm. C_,m. ~OOO. 265·266.
1. L ZblO.. Z. X.... L.t.:. Thompson. S.l.. Heath. D.O. Miller. and M. Ohb.a, .4I1S'"'· Cht'm. 1111. Ed.. 2000.
39(11).3114-3111
7J
pnp
\"H· ~ SH·
."'" A~_' 1 ,,,l ,'_,~~ ....1 ., 1'1- T I : il
VS-M-O-M-O-M-i\V
2poap
2poapz
Scheme 5-1. Coordination modes for the ligands poap. 2poap. and 2poapz.
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 S~'ntht$is of Ligands
Preparation of 2poap was described in Chapter 1.
2poapl The methyl estcr ofiminopicolinie xid was prepared in situ b~ reaction
or2-cyanopytazi~ (5.:! g. 50 mma!) \\ith sodium metho"ide solution. produced by
dissohing sodium metal (O.I~ g. 50mm0ll in dry methanol (100 roll. The ~_6-pyridine
dicarboxylic acid dihydrazide ",,-as added to the abo"e solution and the mixture was
refluxed for:!~ h. A yellow powder was obtained. which was fillered otT. washed with
water. methanol. and then diemyl ether and dried under vacuum. Yidd. 6.3 g. 79%. M.P.
159"C (Dec.). Found: C. 49.19; H. 3.66: N. 37.06. Calcd. forCnHlsN110: ·O.5H:O.:
41404: C. 49.27: H. H9: N. 37.18%. IR{cm'll: 3413. H17. 3156 (11 NH:/ H:O); 1685.
163:. 1611IuC-O:C=:"JI. IH :-':~IR (ppm. d..·D~ISOI: I 1.090 Is. ~H. OHI. 8.653 ld. ~H.
pyl. 8.~35 (m. 5H. py). 7.955 (m. ~H. py). 7.5~~ (m. ~H. py). 7.069 U. ..jH. NH=I. MS:
..j03 (~rU86. 367 fM·2H:OI. 338. 310. 261. :~3. 19..j. 169. [07.78.
IMD.,(lpo.pkl(CIO~k'18H~O (IOl:
2poap (0...103 g. 1.0 mmoll was added to a hot solution ofMnlCIO,):'6H:O 11...15
g. ..j.0 mmell in water(5 mLI. ~leCN 115 mll was then 3ddcd and the mixture left 3t
room tcrnperature. Red crystals fonned after se,·er.t! days. Yield: O.46g. n~•. Found
("3Cuum dried s:unplel: C. 35.77: H. ~.6j: N. 19.61. Caled. for MOo>(C r.HI~SQO:~
(CIO,Io·18H:O: C. 35.81: H. 3.~9: S. [9.78"•. [R(Nujol mull. cm· I ): 3.150. 3339. 3:.17
III ~H/H:OI: 1689. 165~{IlCOICN): 1095 (uClO~·). UV-\"is O'ujol mull I: 5~6 nm (sh,:
,,,teCNII027 nm (19.6 dmJ·morl·cm·I ,. !J.RT - 16.9 BM (per moll
IMD,(lpoapz-2H),I(!IW J k '12H~O (II):
lpoapz (0..103 g. 1.0 mmol) was added to a hot solution of Mnl'NO l l:'3H:O
(O.716g. .I.0mmol' in ""ter{S mL) and MeC:-': (15 mLI and the resulting rcd solution
wa.s left at room temperature. Red el)'sr.aIs fonned after sc\'eral d3YS. Yield: OA9g. 8~%.
(a1ed. for Mnq«(17HI3Nll(hX..CNOlkI2H.O: C, j~.97: H. 2.94: N. 28.79'1e. Found
("aeuumdried sample): (. 34..17: H. 2.62: N, 28.85. IR (Nujol mull. em· I ): 3409. 3315 (tl
NHIH~): 1650. 1605 (Il COICN).
"
2poap(OAO g. 1.0 mmoll was added (0 a hal soIUlionofCul"NO:;):='3H:O ll.~ g.
6.00 mmol) in watcrt 15 mLI and the mi.-':lUre was SlifTed for 30 min. filtl."red. and the
yellowish solulion allowed to stand at room temperature for several days. during which
time brown cryStals suitable for X-ray struclural delermination were deposited. Yield:
0.65g... 71',. Elemental analysis. (aled. for [Cuo(CloHI~'S.o:~J(NO:;k9H:O (~ol: C
35.~1. H ~.96. \" ~3.76: found IV3CUwn dried sample): C 35.33. H 3.05. \" :!3.31. IR
0'ujol mulL cm·ll: H50. 3:!93 lu !\H: ·l-hOl: 1670 (u C=NI: CVl\'iSINujol mulll: 810
run: IlR! "" 6.3 ~Blpermol)
5.2.3 C~'slallolraph~'
Dift"raction data for single crystals of 10. 12 wcre collected ""ilh a Broker
SMART CCD diffractometcr. equipped with an Oxford C':'oslrcam !\: cooling dcvice.
(<lO1 willi graphite monochromated Mo-Ka radiation. SHELXTL 1921 was used for the
Structure solution and the refinemenl based on P-.
The diffraction iml."nsitiesof an orange-red prismatic c~'stal of II were collcctcd
v,ilh graphite·monochromatiztd Mo--Ka X-radiation (rotating anode generator) using a
Bruker P-IfCCD diffractometer. The data was COTTttted for Lorentz and polarization
effecls. The structure was solved b}' direct melhods.[$.I·ISI All atoms except hydrogens
were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions.
Neutral atoms scattering factorsl161 and anomalous-dispersion termsl17. Ul were taken from
7.
lht: usual sources. ,\11 other calculations were performed wilh the teXs3l\I'QI
cr)'siallographic software package using a PC computer.
5.3 Rrslliu and OiKussion
5.3.1 X·ra~· Structures
SlrUclure of IMnt<2poap-2Hkl(CI(M~'18H:O(10):
The struCture of the cation of 10 is illusuated in Figure 5-1 and the grid core in
Figu~ 5-~. Imponant bond distances and angles are listed in Table 5-2. The structure of
10 is unique with a [3"3/ grid of nine pseudo-octahedr3.1. alkoxo-bridged 1\lnlll) centers
coordinaled by two groups of three roughly parallel dianionic ligands 3JTaIlged abo"e and
below the metal pseudo-plane. The Mn centers eomprise w« different types: frans-
Mn:-':~OJ (central). cis-Mru"i~O~ fcomeB) and nrer-MnN)Ol (sides). The (3. 3] square grid
can be \'isualized as a fusion of four individual ~1!4[~-OJJ square grids. and tht:n earh
sqUo3.1'e resc:mbles a similar Mn.. [2><21 grid of the ligand poapz reponed recendy.11I1
Within each subunit a puckered boat-like bridging arrangement exists in\'ol"ing an
alternation ofoxygens above and below the M!4 pseudo-plane. This then transhlles
symmetrically throughout the fused alT:lllgemem thai comprises the whole grid. The
metal ion geometries are contrOlled 10 some eXlent by the way in which the six ligands
assemble, and this depends on the 'bite' of each ligand. The contiguous_ linear
arrangement of five membered chelate rings associated with the three coordination
pockets creates strain \\ithin the grid such that each Mn(ll) ion has very long Mn·N
contacts (Mn-N 2.292-2.501 A) to the lenninal pyridine groups. ",-hich fall in the plane of
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the nine metal ions. All other Mn.ligand bonds in 10 are less than 2.2 A. All the Mn-O-
Mn angles fall in the range 126.6-130.0'. e
Figure 5-1 Structural representation of the cation IMni2poap-2H~]6-+ (10)
(50010 probability thennal ellipsoids).
figure 5-2 Structural representation of the nonanuclear core in 10.
7.
Figure 5-3. Structural representation of the cation [Mn9(2poapz-2H)6t+ (II).
(40010 probability thennal ellipsoids).
The structure of the cation in II is illustrated in Figure 5-3, and imponant bond
lengths and angles arc listed in Table 5-3. The suueture resembles closely that for
[MnoX:2poap-2Hl6J (CIO~l6 ·18H 20 (10). Mn-Mn separations fall in the range 3.900-
3.935 A, and Mn-O-Mn angles fall in the range 126.9-128.4°. The aromatic rings of each
ligand are almost eclipsed with their neighboring counterparts, with separations (- 3.9 A
based on the Mn-Mn distances) thai suggests some interaction between aromatic x
electron clouds. The alkoxide bridged~ core is similar to that of 10 in Figure 5-2.
7.
Th~ structUJ"t' of th~ cation of 12 is illustrated in Figure 5-1 and the struclUJ"t' of the
nona-nuclear copperl II Icore in Figutt 5-5. 3J1d important bond distances and angles are
listed in Table 5-1. The structure of 12 involves a [3'(3) grid of nine pseudo..()Ctahedral
CUll centers coordinated by IWO groups of three roughly parallel ligands arranged above
and below the metal pseudo-plane. \\ith the metals bridged just by alkoxide oxygen
atoms. which is similar to that in II. The ligands are roughly eclipsed. but have a slight
stagger. Thr~ different pseudo-octahedral copper(lI) centers are found: the cenual Cu
atom has a truns-S=O. donor arnngement. the comer Cu centers ha\'e ds-~.O= donor
arrangements. and the side Cu centers have mer-NJO:; donor arrangements.
The ClWOl~ core (Figure 5-5) consists of four fused Cu.O. square subunits. Each
subunit has a similar structure to known square. tetranucleilfcopperllll complexes of
poap 1.'01. Adjacent copper-copper separations fall in the range 4.032-1.2:!7 A.. which
generates a roughly square grid ....ith overall core dimensions of8.2"11.3 A. Cu-O-Cu
angles fall in the range 136.5-1-0.6° and Cu-O and Cu-N distances fall in the ranges
2.061-2.314 Aand 1.1158-::!..23l A. respectively. The' fonnation of the homoleptic grid
suucturt in 12 is a clear conseqUt"nce of the exact matching of Ute nine coordination
pockets to the coordination requirements ofth~ nine metal cemers. Howe\"er. the
fonnation ofa complex with nine pscudo-octahedral coppcr(1I) centers is rather unusual.
since copper(lI) generally prefers to adopt square or square-pyramidal geometries. This
leads to a complicated situation .....ith regard to the magnetic ground states of each copper
center. The centrn.l copper atom (CuS) has a compressed tetragonal geometry (d.~ ground
..
slatel. wilh four long equatori.;ll Cu.Q contacts to 0:. D..t 09.. ;md 010 f~.163-~..~10 AI.
and two shon Cu-N bonds to NI4 and N41 (1.941(10) and 1..911(\ I) A. respectively).
Cu3 and Cu1 have similar distoned geometries. while the other copper centers are beSI
descri~d as elongated telr.1gonal (d,=..,: ground state).. Howe\"er in all c~s conn«tions
betw~n copper centers through the alkoxide bridges appe3f to be onhogonal. based on
the ground-state as~ssmenl (vide infra)..
Variable temper:l.lure magnetic susceplibility meas~menlS were carried out on
powdered samples of complexes 10-12 in the temperature range 2-300 K f4.;-300 K for
12)and ata field strengthofO.IT.
IMA,(2poap-2HNJ(CIO~k'18H:O(10):
A plol of ...... \-rrsu.r temperature for 10 is illustrated in Figure 5-6. The magnetic
moment drops smoothly from 16.9}iB al300 K to 6.9}ie at 5 K. and then there isa very
slight rise below this temperature. The room temperature value is consistent with the
presence of nine high spin Mn(ll) centers. and the drop 10 6..9 ~ 3t 5 K is associated ....ith
the presence of intramolecular anliferro-magnetic exchange with the equivalent of one
~idU31 Mn(II) center in the spin coupted (5: 512) ground state. This situation is an
exact parallel to that occurring in the penta-nuclear manganese(lI) cluster ofpoap.112lJ
The slight rise in }La at temperatures <4 K may be due to a Vel)' weak ferromagnetic
component
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Figure 5-4. Structural representation of the cation [Cll<}(2poap_H~]12~ in 12.
(50-/0 probability thermal ellipsoids)
Figure 5-5. Structural representation of the pseudo-square C\l9012 core in 12.
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Table- 5--1. SummaryofCr~ ..st.a.l1ol!f:lphie Data for 10. II. 11.
compd. I. II
Empirical fonnula CI;II~HI:;1IN~7~..()~,cLMno Clo:H7.!\'700~!~I""
Fonnula W~ight 38+'+.3 3658.6
Crystal Syst~m Monoclinic Tridinic
Space group C2fe P1
AlAI 26.0641(161 18.1578C1::!1
BIA) 26.0910(16) 18.2887(12)
c,A, 53.291(3) 27.7641(151
a(deg.) 90 105.7880(101
I}tdeg., 102A73(1) 101.5..l7(21
Yldeg.) 90 91.1::!50(9J
VeAl) 35385(4) 8353.6(9)
PCal,:4(gem·}) 1...l~8 1...l45
I-Llmm·l ) 0.81 0.754
),A) 0.71073 0.71073
T(Kl 150(.2) 293
R, 0.1419 0.1394
wR. 0.3936 OA087
OJ
Table Sol. Summary of Crystallographic Dala for 10. II. 12. (Continued)
compd. 12
Empirical fonnula CIUHI....CU<lN~!~
Fonnula Weight j748.67
Cl'ystalSyslem Tridinic
Space group Pi
AlAI 18.698(10)
SIA, 18.920(5)
CIA, 27.602(8)
atdeg.) 95.89(2)
l3(deg.) 102.41(3)
yjdeg.) 117.6~(::!)
V (tV) 8~08(6)
p,_(gcm·)) 1.541
I!Imm·1) I.~·IO
'~A) 0.71073
TIK) 150
R, 0.1043
wR~ 0.2903
..
Table 5-2. Selected Bond Distances IA) and Angles (Ol for 10.
Mnl-Ol ~.164(8) Mn4-N10 2.287(8)
Mnl-07 ~.213(8) Mn~-NI2 2.1~3(9)
~:lnl-NI 2.337(111 Mn~-!'i32 2.171(91
Mnl-N3 2.1~8(11) MnS-OJ 2.~17(8)
Mnl-N28 2.312(11) MnS-04 2.19~(8)
Mnl-,,30 2.137(111 MnS-09 2.196(81
Mn2-01 2.209(8) MnS-OIO 2.182(8\
Mn~-02 2.197(8) MnS-NI4 2.171(8\
~'ln2-09 2.164(8) MnS-N41 2.160(8)
Mn2-NS 2.189(\[) Mn6-04 2.155(8)
Mn2-N37 2.326111) Mn6-011 2.25~(8\
Mn:!-N39 2.151(11) Mn6-012 2.152(8)
Mn3-02 2.168(8) Mn6-N16 2.1j6(9)
Mn3-011 2.175(8) Mn6-N18 2.287(10)
Mn3-N7 2.131(11) Mn6-NSO 2.188(10)
Mn3-N9 2.276(10) Mn7-05 2.175(8)
Mn3-N46 2.297(11) Mn7-08 2.203(7)
Mn3-N48 2.156(11) Mn7-N19 2.292(8)
Mn4-03 2.169(8) Mn7-N21 2.133(8)
Mn4-07 2.152(8) Mn7-N34 2.163(9)
Mn4-08 2.277(8) Mn7-N36 2.286(8)
"
Tabl~ 5-2. $electro Bond DislanCes fA) and Ang.les ('") for 10. (Continued)
Mn8'()5 2.148(8) Mnl.()I·Mn2 1~9A(0I)
~ln8.()6 ::.j28(8) Mnl.()7·Mn.f 130.()(.f1
Mn8010 ::.165(8) Mn::-Q2·Mn3 1::7.1(.11
Mn8N:!3 ~.2~2(8l Mn~·09·Mn5 127.9(41
Mn8·N~3 2.112(9) MnJ·Ol1·Mn6 1:!6.5(.f1
Mn8-N~5 ::.315(11) Mn4-03·Mn5 127.1(3,
Mn9-06 2.218(8) Mn4-08·Mn7 126.8(3)
Mn9-Q12 '.180l81 Mn5·Q.I·Mn6 127.6(-41
Mn9·N25 '.199(9) Mn5-OIO·Mn8 128.5(3)
Mn9·N27 2.262(8) MnM)12·Mn9 I25.86()
Mn9-N52 2.1~6(10) Mn7·05·Mn8 128.1(3,
Mn9·N54 2.288(11) Mn8-06-Mn9 12-4.80)
..
Table 5·3. Selected Bond DistancesfAI and Angles (0) for II.
Mnl·09 2.152(9) Mn~·NI2 2AII(l·n
~tnl-OI8 2.139(91 Mn+.NI5 2.1~7lLH
Mnl·NI ~.j::!0(121 Mn-4-N39 2.1671111
Mnl-N~ 2.159(101 Mn5..Q10 2.203(91
Mnl·N34 2.356(12) MnS..Q11 2.208(10)
Mnl·N37 2.1243(111 MnS..Q16 2.189(81
Mn2·08 2.210(9) Mn5..Q17 2.230(81
Mn2·09 2.197(9) MnS-N50 2.169(81
Mn1·016 1.157(8) MnS·OIO 1.1~1(9)
Mn2·N6 2.175(8) Mn6..Q14 2.199(8)
Mn2·N45 2.376(12) Mn6..Q15 2.212(9)
Mn2·N-'8 2.127(10) Mn6·NI9 2.151(10)
MnJ·08 2.151(9) Mn6-N22 2.173(6)
Mn3-01~ 2.161(8) Mn6-N61 2.160(10)
Mn3-N8 2.163(10) Mn7..Q13 2.162(10)
Mn3·NII 2.364(12) Mn7·019 2.163(101
Mn3·N56 2.290(11) Mn7·N23 2,42(2)
Mn3-NS9 2.127(10) Mn7·N26 2.137(17)
Mn4-011 2.134(9) Mn7·N41 2.095(13)
Mn4-018 2.209(9) Mn7·N44 1.347(16)
Mn4-019 2.190(10) Mn8-012 2.207(9)
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Table 5-3. Sele<:led Bond Distances (A) and Angles (e) for 11. (Continuedl
Mn8-01) ~.~19(1O) Mnl-09-Mn1 1~7.6C·H
Mn8-017 2.139(8) Mn1-0 18·Mn4 128.8f~l
Mn8-N18 ~.183(13) Mn1-08·Mn3 127.4(~.
Mn8-N52 2.142(101 Mn1-016-Mn5 128.7(4)
Mn8-N55 2.381(11) Mn3-014-Mn6 1~7.0(4)
Mn9-012 2.165(10) Mn~-O II-Mn5 118.3141
Mn9-015 2.158(9i Mn4-019-Mn7 128.1(5)
Mn9-N30 2.161(18) Mn5-010-Mr.6 128.0(4)
Mn9-N33 2.313(13) Mn5-017-Mn8 128.3(4)
Mn9-N63 2.109(13) Mn6-0 15-Mn9 128.5(4)
Mn9-N66 2.371(13) Mn7-013-MnS 1~8.5(5)
r,.'ln8-011-Mn9 126.3(4)
..
Tablt 5~. Sdected Bond Distances (Al and Anglesl G ) for 12
Cul-Ol ~.115(8) Cu4-N10 ~.0941111
Cul-07 ~.~:50Iql Cu4-NI~ 1,901(Q\
Cul-?,I 2.10411~1 Cu4-!'<3~ 2.01:5(111
Cul-N3 1.9~7(12) Cu5-03 2.163(7)
Cul-N~8 2.199(14) Cu5-09 ~.210(IOI
Cul-l\30 1.99~( I~) Cu9-010 ~.199(QI
CI11-01 2.288(7) Cu5-04 2.197(71
Cu2-02 2.305(9) Cu5-N14 1.941\10',
Cu2-09 2.090(9) Cu5-N41 1.91~(] 1l
Cu~-N5 1.996(11) Cu6-04 ~.08118)
Cu2-N37 2.129(14) Cu6-01l 2.268(101
Cu2-N39 1.887(12) Cu6-012 ~.276(9\
Cu3-02 2.183(9) Cu6-N16 1.888(1.21
Cu3-011 2.190(8) Cu6-!\j8 2.115(10)
Cu3·N7 \.937(13) Cu6-N50 2.010t12J
Cu3-N9 2.187(12) Cu7-05 ~.187(9)
Cu3-N46 2.181(14) Cu7-08 .2.222(13)
Cu3-N48 1.969(12) Cu7·N19 2.158(13)
Cu4-03 2.084(7) Cu7-N21 1.945(11)
Cu4-07 2.290(11) Cu7-N3-l 1.947(14)
Cu4-08 2.211(12) Cu7-N36 2.19(2)
..
Tab~ S....... Sc[«ted Bond Distances CAl and Angles ("') for 12. (Conlinued)
Cu8-QS 2.230(10) Cul-QI-Cu2 1.J0.7(-I)
Cu8-06 :!.:!S6(ll) Cul-07-Cu-l D7.}f.J1
CuS-OIO :!.08\(I11 Cul-02-Cu3 138.S(5\
Cu8-N23 \.987(13) Cu1-09-Cu5 142.2151
Cu8-N-I3 1.858(1-1) Cu3-011-Cu6 [38.-1(5)
Cu8-N4S 2.079(\9) Cu-l-03-Cu5 1-13.3'-1)
Cu9-06 1.266(11) Cu4-08-Cu7 136.6(51
Cu9-01:! 2.103(101 CuS-04-Cu6 \42.0(-11
Cu9-N25 1.996(\3) CuS-OI0-Cu8 1-13.6(-1)
Cu9·N27 2.2.27(1-1) Cu6-012-Cu9 137.7'51
Cu9·N51 1.921(13) Cu7-05-Cu8 136.515\
Cu9-N54 2.112(19) Cu8-06-Cu9 137.8(5)
..
.....
....•/ .
!
i
,L! ---'
Figure 5·6. Variable-temperature magnelism data for 10.
A plot of J.lmol versus temperature for II is illustrated in Figure 5-7. The magnetic
properties of II are very similar to that of 10. The moment drops from 15.3 ~B to 6.3 ~B
at 4 K. followed by a slight ri~ at lower temperature. This behavior is consiSient with
the presence of significant antiferromagnetic coupling within the grid. with the low
temperature moment that is equivalent to one "uncoupled' Mn(I1) center. The slight ri~
in magnetic moment below 4 K is possibly due to a small intra-molecular ferromagnetic
interaction.
The magnetic exchange model for a [3)(3] grid complex of nine paramagnetic spin
centers is represented in Figure 5-8. in which the Hamiltonian expression (eqn. 5·1) with
two exchange integrals for the grids accounts for an equivalent exchange interaction
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Figure 5-7. Variable-temperature magnetism data for II.
between each adjacent pairs of copper(I1) centers in an eight-membered ring. and a
second exchange integral (J J) between the central copper Cu(9) and its immediate
neighbors. The exchange expression can be derived from the appropriate Hamihonian
equation (eqn. 5-1) and eqn. 5-2 can be used to describe the exchange if we take the
fraction of paramagnetic impurity and the temperatme independent paramagnetism into
account. (t.vis the molar susceptibility,p is the fraction of paramagnetic impurity. TIP is
the temperature independenl paramagnetism. 8 is a Weiss-like temperature correction: all
other terms have their usual significance). Data fitting was done using MAGMUN II00J
described in Chapter3.
.,
Figurt 5-8. bchange model for [3~31 \la g.rids
A plot of molar magnetic moment versus temperature of 12 is shO\\Tl in Figure 50
9. The magnetic moment drops slightly from 5.9 ~e at 300 K to 5.5 8 at 30 K. followed
by a rise below this temperature to a value of 6.2 J.Ie at ~.5 K. The room-tem~rature
nlue is consistent ";th the presence of nine Cu(1I) centers. and the small drop towards
30 K suggests !he presence of an antiferromagnetic exchange intel'3ction \\;thin the
cluster. The rise in J.I8 at temperatures below 30 K is associated \\.ith a ferromagnetic
component- which appears to be dominating the exchange process al low temperatures.
Magnetic data for 12 have been successfully lined 10 the abo\"e exchange model.
A reasonabkdata fit was obtained for g '" 2.30. J;" 0.52cmol .J,:: ·2~.3 em-I. TIP ::
Figure 5-9). Cu(S) is therefore anliferromagnetically coupled v,ith its immediate
neighbors. which leads to a situation where within thecentra1 group oftive copper(ll)
centers an S :: 312 ground state exists. while the copper(lI) centers in the exterior ring are
all ferromagnelic:ally coupled (I 11th I»1). All of these lead to an overall ground state
"
ofS .. 7~ for the Culll'1o grid. II :':1 This can be rationalized in terms of strict magnetic
orbilal onhogonalil~' in the external ring of eight copperlltl centers. corroborated b~'
structure e\·idenCt:. and a peculiar state ofpound state flu:'tionality ldynamic Jahn·Teller
distonionl at the central copper ion. The ferromagnetic beh3\;or in lh~ ext~mal ring
exactly malches the propenies of a series of square tetranuckar cop~rtII I complexes
wiUt the ligands poap and poapz.l~l which ha\'e sUUCtures invoh'ing strict onhogonalit~
be\wel::n the copper centers. and are exactly :uulogous to the square subunitS \\ithin the:
P'3j C1JQgrid system.
:\ magnetization study at ~.O K for 12 (Figure 5-10) was also carried out in the
range of 0-5.0 T in an attempt to establish the magnetic ground state of the complex ion.
The system is almost saturated at 5.0 T. and a comparison \\;th the Brillouin function
C31culated at ~.O !\. for G• ~.~3 shows that the ClIQ duster approaches the theQrelical
\'alue for spin system with an S .. 7."2 ground state. While the fit is not perfect it shows
that a sensible interpretation of the magnetic structure of the grid accounts for one
3\'eraged exchange pathway that is antiferromagnetic. This is reasonably associ::ned with
the unusual ground state for Cu(5). and a flu.'tional ground state behavior in an interaction
\\;th all four adjacent copper(I1) centers. At 30 K a magnetization \'ersus field profile (0-
5.0 T) is a straight line. "'ith a constant magnetic moment of5.5 Jla. This c1earl~'
corresponds to a curie-like situation but may reflect the small intramolecular
anti ferromagnetic exchange component.
"
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Figure 5-9. Variable-temperature magnetism data for 12,
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Figure 5-10. Plot of magnetization vs. magnetic field for 12.
5.4 Conclusion
The aggregation of nine octahedral Mn(lll. Cu(11) centers (fifty 'our coordination
positions I into alkoxo-bridged. poncullis-Iik~; • j grids by six heptadentat<." 2poap
ligands (fifty four donor positionsl is a unique example ofa selfassembly process in
which the coordination algorithm of the nine mew assembly is exactly matched by the
aligned arrangement of the two sets ofparall~l ligands arrangcd above and ~low the
metal grid pseudo-plan~. This strateg~· has general application and a simple extension of
this type ofligand ....ilh addilional five-membered chelat~ ring companments can ~
~n\"isaged10 produce (4"4] and [5"5J grids. and even higher homologUe's.
..
Cbaplu 6. GeneDI Conclusioa and Falun Work
6.1 Geoenl Conclusion
This thesis describtd the synthesis. X-ray structural and magnetic properties of
lhe first two magnetic p"jj Mn(1l)q and Cu(ll)q grids formed by strict self-assembly.
The Cu(ll)q complex exhibits intramolecular ferromagnetic coupling. while
intramolecul:u 3nti-ferromagneti:: exch3nge is obsen:ed in the Mn(111a grid. The first
antifel'TOm3gnetic Ni(tl>. ring cluster bridged by only N-N single bonds ...."3$ also
struCturally charactcriud. ~'Io~vcr. X·ray structures and magnetic properties of three
~.~ [~.:!J square grids (M - Cu{lIl. Ni{ll).Co(JI). one P"2J re<:tangle grid Mn<lIh
cluster and three trinuclear complexes were also reported here. For the Cu(ll~ squarc
grid. ferromagnetic coupling exists. while in all the other cases antifcrromagnetic
coupling is observed. Their magnetic properties were also successfully expl3ined
accordingtolhdrX-rayslructurcs.
6.1.1 S~'nlhai5 of Ligands
The syntheses ofpol~,opic pyridazi~ iigands used for self-assembly of[3"jll:;~1
and [4"~lll~OI grids were carried out by Lehn's group. ~ ligands are usually difficult
to purify and the yields are low. However. the ligands described in this thesis are much
easier to prepare and purify. and moreover their yields are usually high. These synthctic
routeS have general applications in the design of new pol)'topic ligands and actually
"
pro\ide model ligands for magnetism studies of cluster complexes as componenlS of rJ('U
molecular m3gJ1('lic materiaJs.
6.1.2 S~'nth"is of Compin."
\Iost of the complexes mentioned in this thesis are stable in the air and 3queous
solution at room temperature. LisU3lly they can be prepared by simply mixing the warm
mixed 3qUeoUS organic solutions of metal salts with the ligands. ligands are in general
insoluble in water. methanol or acetonitrile. However. they \\ill reaci uith the metal salIS
3nd dissol\'e gradually in the metal salt solulion since the complexes they form are
norm3IJy eXlrCmely soluble in the mixed aqueous/organic solution. So these self-
assembled complexes~ e3SY 10 purify by recrystallization and 10 grow single crystals
tor single crystal X-ray structure determination.
6.1.3 Magneto-structural Corrriations for Grids and CluS1fn
The studies on magneto-structural correlalions for grids and polynuclear
complexes described in this thesis agree \\ith the lint3r relationship describ.!d for
dinuclear coppcrtll' complexes reponed by our group_ which indicated the correlation
between the rotational angle of the melal magnetic planes about the N·;o.; bond (M.r.;-N-
~l) and the coupling constanl ....ith ferromagnetic coupling at angles < 80" and
anliferrom",gnetic coupling> 80". The rotational angles of most oflhe clusters reported
here arc usually large and antifcrromagnetic coupling resulted \\ilh only N·N single bond
bridges. When there is mlher type of bridge. e.g., carbonyl oltygen in the primary
..
ligands. \\;Ih large bridging angles {M-O-M\ this also leads to antiferromagnelic
coupling. since they usually ha\'e!he same effect on the magnetic orbital interactions in
lhecompkxes.
However. if strict orthogoruJilY of the magnetic orbitals between the copper
centers exists (for grids Cu(lI)J (.&) and Cut II)Q (121). intramolecular ferromagnetic
coupling dominates. If the distance between metal centers is long enough (i.e. Fe(lllJ
grid (811. no coupling is observed.
6.2 FUlurrWork
6.2.1 Iron(lU) Complex" of 2pelp aad 2po.pl:
A nona-nuclear iron(lII) complex oflhe ligand lpoap (Scheme 1-1) was recenl!~­
prepared and characterized by JR. UV-"is. elemental analysis. etc. The following deuils
describe its preparation and characterizalion.
IFe,(2poapl6UNOJ)15 '18H~O (13): lpoap (0.403 g. 1.0 mmo!) was added to a
hOi solution of F~Oj);,6H~O(I A; g. -to mmol) in water (10 ml). The black solution
fonned was left al room temperature. Black crystals fonned after a couple of weeks.
Yield: 0.58g. 8.&'1,. Found (vacuum dried sample): C. 31.84; H. ::':.66: K 13.08. Codcd. for
Feq(C'9Hu~~~h.(NO-,)wI8H~O: C. 31.8;: H. 3.05; N. 23.10'J.. IR (Nujol mull.em· I ):
1680. 16S5(uCOICN). UV-vis(Nujol mull): 916 run. IlRT'"' 5.8118 (per iron)
Although X-ray S\ructure determination of the single crystals of this complex
failed. the above characlerization clearly shows that it is an iron(lII) nona-nuclear cluster.
The variable magnetism study confirms this conclusion. Moreover. the preliminaJ:'
..
magnelization study shows thai It has a :7~ ground state. which is pei:uliar and
eXlTemely high for this type ofcluster. More studies on Ihis interesting duster ate needed
in order 10 explain why it has such peculiat magnelic properties.
6.2.2 l'\eM' Pol~·topic Ugands and Their Complnes
In order to construct more complicate<! clusters for new magnetic materials. a fe\\
new ligands were designed. Figure &-1 she\\."5 three such examples.
A.
l':H. R Qy~ R NH.
cC·, ,1<, '~.'" " " ),.." ~N 'N.l. ,,', '"I 1 '1'1 I J 1-'" 1 I~ N-M-O-M-Q-M-O-M-O-M-N,..
Figure 6-1. Coordination modes of future ligands for more complicated clusters.
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Ligand A in Figure 6-1 has two more pyridyl groups besides the trilopic
component compared \\ith ligand 2poap (Scheme 2-1). which might cootdinate 10 more
melal ions to link the trinuclear complexes together or produce more complicat¢d
clusters. It also can be visualized as a double of ligand po2p (Scheme 2-11. but its
coordinating mode seems to be impossible to jusl double that ofpo2p. since the tritopic
coordinating pockets in these ligands are excellent traps for metal ions considering our
present results of both trinuc!ar and nona-nuclear complexes. This ligand h::lS been
synthesized and some of its complexes examined. Detailed studies \\ill be report~d
elsewhere.
Lig::lnd B in Figure 6-1 has two more hydroxyl groups besides the tritopic
component. which might coordinate to more metal ions to link the trinuclear compkxes
together or produce more complicated clusters. This ligmd also might be transformed to
a paramagnetic ligand ....ith cateehol-based radicals. The radical ligand could then react
with metal ~Its to produce metal complexes of coordinated radicals. in which direct
magnetic exchmge coupling between meta] and ligand spins is possible.flDI Ligand B
and a trinuclear copper(ll) complex have been prepared. More detailed results ""ill be
reported elsewhere and fonn the basis for future studies.
Ligand C is the most interesting one. though it is challenging to synthesize it. It
has fifteen coordinating sites (deprotonated carbon)'] oxygen providing two coordinating
siles as a bridge) and five coordinating pockets. The coordinating sites pro\'id¢d by len
101
ligands are 150 (15-101. which is ttJ(: exact number ofretjuired coordin:uing sites by ~5
sL'\-coordinated metal ions (6 .. ~:5). This ligand resembles poap and 2po:llp (Scheme 2·11.
therefore if may assemble ~5 metal ions logether to produce a [5,'51 ~5-nuclear grid
IFig~ 6-21 which has not been reponed so far.
figure 6-2. Illustration of3tl expected 15-'51 25-nuclear grid.
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